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ABSl'RACT 

Title of Thesis: The Br itish in the Arctic, 1318-1829 

Peter Joseph Lowry, Master of Arts, 1971 

Thesis directed by: Dr. Donald C. Gordon 

This thesis will concern itself with British involvement in the 

Arctic during the period 1818 to 1829. This study seeks to determine and 

to explain why the British decided to go into the Arctic after the Napol

eonic Wars, what happened in the various expeditions that were sent out, 

and what results were achieved from such an investigation. 

Various forces, motives and prominent figures are examined to es

tablish the kind of rationale that induced government to sponsor not only 

one expedition but to embark upon a sustained and continuing series of 

exploration in the Arctic regions. 

A recurrent theme that presents itself throughout this quest - and a 

notion that had held the minds of men for centuries - was the road to Cathay. 

In order to achieve this dream, British policy was directed towards the 

discovery of a north-west passage or , failing that, a quicker route to the 

east via the North Pole. 

By 1829 the British had become disheartened in the quest. Again 

and again expeditions had returned without having achieved their goals. 

The most immediate and obvious success was, of course, the opening up of 

the North American continent bordering the Arctic Ocean. The other major 

achievements were the discoveries and additions given to science. 



PREFACE 

Sociologists and anthropologists of many countries, especially from 

Russia, are presently examining the peoples and cultures found in the Arctic 

regions. These scholars are fully aware of the new importance that is 

attached to that region today. However, serious historical discussion of 

these regions is almost non-existent. Historians tend to leave the field 

open to popularized accounts of the many nineteenth century expeditions 

that were sent out. 

Perhaps the reason for this neglect lies in a popular misconcept ion 

shared by historians that this region of the earth is a desolate no-mans 

land, inhabited by small bands of nomadic Eskimos, and investigated by 

groups of scientists, interspersed with radar outposts. In addition there 

is a belief that weather conditions are such as to discourage the advance 

of civilization, and that the Arctic has nothing to offer. However, the 

fact is that the Arctic is a place teeming with life, with vast untapped 

resources, and with a colorful and exciting history. 

Yet, for four centuries individuals and nations have felt the im

pelling attraction of the north and have attempted to explore it, and the 

record of their successes and their failures in that region can provide 

the scholar with a fascinating and continuous glimpse of man's determination 

to discover that which is beyond his immediate grasp . 

In the twentieth century various attempts have been made, particularly 

in relation to the north-west passage to write about these explorers. However, 
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the authors of such works, have been for the most part concerned with giving 

a descriptive account of the expeditions that were sent out, and little 

attention has been paid to the efforts made by the British from 1818 to 

1829. Two works To the Arctic! by Jeannette Mirsky and Search for the 

Northwest Passage by Nellis M. Crouse, are indicative of the type of work 

that has been done recently in thi s area. 

Mirsky's work was first published in 1934 and has since gone through 

two fur ther editions in 1948 and 1970. In this work, the author has 

attempted to give us the history of Arctic exploration from the earliest 

times to the present. As such, Mirsky can only spare a cursory review of 

the many expeditions that were sent out. Necessarily Mirsky has had to 

omit much and retain the essential. In so doing she has chosen Judiciously 

and well in des cribing briefly the struggles and ambitions of individuals 

and nations to conquer the far north, and as far as the writer knows this 

is the only available general account of Arctic exploration in English. 

However, the work does suffer from some serious deficiencies. 

Mirsky does not quote the page numbers of the works she refers to quite 

liberally and the reader who requires additional information on a given 

point is forced to read the entire work cited. In addition, Mirsky has 

failed in her most recent editions to take into account new work being 

done in the area, such as that done by Crouse. 

Miss Mirsky's bibliography is, sad to say, inadequate. The author 

claims that she has read her way '~hrough volumes that, if stood side by 

side, nrust be measured in city blocks. " (page XXIII) Her bibliography 

does not show it, and fails to t ake into account such key works as those 

written by John Barrow, John Leslie and William Scoresby. If Mirsky 

has chosen to write a comprehensive history, her work ought to contain a 

comprehensive bibliography. 
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In the section of her work that we are primarily interested in, she 

devotes eleven pages and fails to state why the British got involved in the 

Arctic in the first place. Surely more would have been justified. Mirsky's 

work is much too general in its scope to serve as an adequate scholarly 

evaluation of an historical period. While at least she has made the attempt, 

it is to be hoped that another scholar will take up the task and add to 

what Mirsky has s t art ed . 

A much more pr ofessional attempt at writing Arctic history is Nellis 

M. Crouse's The Search for the Northwest Passage. Of the many accounts 

written on this subject, Crouse has presented in this work, the best able 

study. Written in 1934, Crouse has provided the reader with scholarly 

erudition and perspective. A little dull in the writing, the book never

theless traces British involvement in the Arctic regions in the search 

for a passageway to the east. 

Crouse takes us through the tortured and laborious thinking concerning 

the nature of the Arctic regions by various Englishmen and unlike Mirsky, 

devotes a whole chapter in attempting to find out why the British became 

involved there. 

However, Crouse tends to commit himself to offering the reader a 

summary of the various expeditions that took place drawn principally from 

the journals published by the various explorers. Had he used more second

ary source material he might have gained a better conception of what took 

place and what was thought of Arctic exploration not only by the voyagers 

themselves but also by others . 

Crouse, too, has laid his emphasis too strongly in seeking to give 

the reader the results of the various expeditions solely in terms of geo 

graphical discoveries. He does not mention the scientific achievements 
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made and the types of scientific investigation that each exploration con

ducted - yet that was precisely one of the key factors in British involve

ment in the Arctic in the first place. 
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CHAPTER I 

THE ARCTIC REGIONS AND BRITISH EXPEDITIONS PRIOR TO 1815 

From the dawn of human existence man has attempted to explore the 

world that confined him. Adventurers of various types, driven by a variety 

of forces, have battled and struggled their way to every corner of the 

earth. Facing almost insurmountable physical and natural obstacles, and 

despite countless hardships and failures, man's contest with his world and 

his knowledge of it has been a hard-won and costly venture. 

One corner of the earth that has attracted adventurers has been the 

Arctic . Through over two thousand years of recorded history, man gradually 

explored, bit by bit, the vast frozen tracts of the north. From Pytheas 

to Admundsen and Peary, the story of these men and their individual dis

coveries and contributions has been one of courage and endurance, and 

there is, perhaps, " •.• no phase of exploration in the entire history of 

discovery that gives a more superb picture of human endurance in the face 

of privation than the exploits of Arctic pioneers. 111 

While Arctic exploration and discovery was not confined solely to 

any one country, but rather was the result of the efforts of many, one 

nation stood out among the others in unraveling the secrets of the north. 

That nation was England. The English genius for navigation and its sea

faring tradition opened up great areas of the north. Because of its insu

larity, England was forced to know and conquer the sea, and Englishmen 

1Nellis M. Crouse, The Search for the Northwest Passage, Columbia 
University Press, New York, 1936, page 3. 
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made their presence felt particularly in the North American continent. 

This continent, containing the largest geographical division in the Arctic, 

bears testimony to English efforts in that region by the numerous names 

of Englishmen dotting its physiognomy today. 

Although the English had been involved in Arctic exploration since 

the late fifteenth century, their main thrust into that region and the one 

in which they revealed a concerted, sustained effort took place from 1818 

to 1829. It is with this period that we are concerned. This thesis will 

be an attempt to discover what were the motives and who were the men be

hind such an intensive drive and what forces compelled the British to 

expend men, money and materiel on the exploration of the northern portion 

of the American continent during this particular period. 

No investigation of a period or event in the history of Arctic 

exploration and discovery would be complete without a brief discussion 

of the physiography of the region itself and the special characteristics 

that constitute what is singular to this portion of the earth's surface. 

The Arctic Circle runs parallel with the equator at 66 degrees, 

32 minutes , North, and is the lowest latitude in the Northern Hemisphere 

in which the sun can be seen above the horizon for the entire summer 

solstice (the twenty-four hours of June 21). There is no precise delinea

tion of the Arctic Circle and the lines of latitude are purely arbitrary 

in that they have been defined as containing that part of the earth's 

surface wherein the midnight sun is supposedly present. The reason for 

this inconsistency is that the sun itself has an appreciable character 

and because of this its light rays are refracted in a rather unpredictable 

manner. It is this particular inconsistency which destroys the mathematical 

exactitude of the latitudinal line drawn and which accounts for the 
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variance in what is truly Arctic and what is not. 1 

The Arctic is a semi-frozen sea surrounded by tundra-type lands 

covering an area of approximately six million square miles. The Arctic 

Ocean, sometimes called the Polar Sea or the Arctic Mediterranean forms 

one of the great oceanic divisions of the globe and may be regarded either 

as an ocean in its own right or as an extension or subsidiary sea of the 

Atlantic Ocean. 

The Arctic Ocean is more or less oval in shape and roughly centered 

on the geographical North Pole. It is almost completely enclosed by the 

northern coasts of Europe, Asia and North America and is linked with the 

Atlantic by the Greenland and Norwegian Seas to the east of Greenland 

and by Baffin Bay and Davis Strait to the west of Greenland. The Bering 

Strait provides a narrow connection between the Pacific and the Arctic 

Oceans. A broad continental shelf beneath relatively shallow water rims 

the Arctic Ocean and contains great numbers of islands. Chief among these 

are: Jan Mayen Island; the Spitsbergen group (Svalbard); Franz Josef Land; 

Novaya Zemlya; Severnaya Zemlya; the New Siberian Islands; Wrangel Island; 

and the islands in Canada's Northwest Territories. 

The physiographic regions of the polar area are grouped around a 

basin which averages 12,000 feet in depth. It forms an oval extending 

from the area of the geographic North Pole toward Point Barrow, Alaska, 

and measures about 2,200 miles long and 1,100 miles wide. However, in 

the Arctic seas there is one overwhelming obvious physical factor and 

1Patrick D. Baird, The Polar World, John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New 
York, 1964, page 1. 



that is the presence of ice. Nearly two-thirds of the Arctic Ocean is 

covered with pack-ice and, since there is no continent for the ice to 

hold on to, it floats and is broken up into large floes, and it is in 

terms of the movement of ice and water, currents and tides, that the 

course of all Arctic exploration can be best understood. 1 

5 

The three great controls on Arctic landforms are glaciation, past 

and present, permafrost and the presence of ice and snow on land and 

water, these last producing surfaces that must be considered landforms 

even though they may be temporary ones. 2 

We can divide in general terms what is meant by Arctic or Polar and 

classify them according to the following set of criteria. First, and 

already mentioned, is the high latitude in the Northern Hemisphere. Second, 

the fact of a long, cold winter with a re •l iable continuous frost, passing 

into a short, cool summer. In addition to this, winds and various types 

of drifting snow conditions because of these winds, lead to a frequency of 

blizzards or snow storms. Consequently, wind adds to and reinforces the 

coldness of the area. Another characteristic of the Arctic regions is 

the low level of precipitation. Evaporation is slight and the hard-frozen 

soil preserves and prohibits the escape of surface moisture. With the 

exception of a brief spell in the summer season, the level of humidity is 

low. Fourthly, permanently frozen ground is common to the Arctic regions. 

The ground is so hard with successive layers of snow-falls packed one on 

1Jeannette Mirsky, To the Arctic:, The University of Chicago Press, 
Chicago and I..ondon, 1970, page 7. 

2Patrick D. Baird, 2£· ill·, page 66. 
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top of the other that in many instances it would take dynamite to break 

open the surface to a considerable degree, with the result that this very 

ground-hardness has precluded the possibility of man attempting to reach 

into the surface for any depth until modern times. Fifthly, all lakes 

and smaller rivers freeze over in winter, and one would hesitate to call 

polar any region in which those bodies of water and also sheltered parts 

of the sea fail to freeze in that season. The most important criterion 

used for establishing that which is polar from that which is not, is the 

presence or absence of trees. There are no trees of any height excluding 

dwarfed or horizontal birches and willows in the Arctic regions.l 

The tundra lands beyond the tree limit may well be vegetated, but 

this vegetation is of a distinctive type. The woodless, nearly level 

tundra is a low-lying land composed, in some places, of alternate bands 

of earth and solid ice reaching a depth of several hundred feet. From 

October to May, it is covered by snow, and when that melts, a haggard 

looking land emerges, linai with streams and lakes, bogs and swamps. 

The dominion of ice, however, is not complete in the tundra areas. 

In the summer, these lands become rich grazing plains, the annual goal 

for such migratory animals as the caribou, and the area can sustain an 

impressive array of flora. Neither the long period of cold winter nor 

the absence of sun can discourage a vigorous plant life and vegetation 

exists wherever plant roots take hold. 2 

The total scope of the Arctic area can be divided into five distinct 

geographical areas or regions: the Canadian Arctic, Alaska, the Soviet 

1 I,_bid., pages 1-10. 

2Jeannette Mirsky, 2.E.· cit., pages 3-8. 
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Arctic, the Spitsbergen group (Svalbard), and Greenland. Each region has 

somewhat of its own special nature and while they all fit into the criteria 

already established for what is polar, it will be seen that taken individ

ually, they vary considerably as to their geographic and geological identi

ties. 

The largest bloc of territory in the Arctic Circle is under Canadian 

sovereignty. It is formed of two mainland areas to the west and east of 

Hudson's Bay, and the northern group of islands which together ~orm the 

second largest archipelago in the world. These islands fall into three 

separate sections: the northernmost group of islands, the Queen Elizabeth 

group north of the North-West Passage (Lancaster Sound, Melville Sound), 

and the two more southerly groups of islands which can be labelled 'eastern' 

and 'western' depending on their accessibility from the Pacific or from 

the Atlantic Oceans. 1 

Alaska is located on the northwesternmost end of the North American 

continent. Three-fourths of this area is in the North Temperate Zone and 

the truly Arctic section of this region is confined to a quarter of the 

area. The Alaskan portion of the Arctic can be divided into four main 

regions: the northern region, that is the largest area north of the 

Brooks Range; the Seward Peninsula; the low lands comprising the deltas 

of the Yukon and Kuskokwim Rivers; and finally the Bering Sea off-shore 

islands. 2 

The Soviet Arctic territory, while in area approximating the extent 

of the Canadian Arctic, consists of a tundra strip extending along the 

~atrick D. Baird, 2.E.· cit. , page 182. 

2Toid. , page 201. 
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whole northern coastline of the U.S.S.R. together with some off-shore 

islands, many of which are considerably glacierized. The chief geograph

ical feature of this territory is the sea front, the former North-East 

Passage. Because of its coastline, this portion of the Arctic Circle 

is represented by various regions running from west to east. 

First, there is the European Russian mainland section which extends 

westwards to the Pechora River. Second, the Ural Novaya Zemlya Ridge 

takes in the long sweeps of the Ural Mountains towards the sea. Third, 

and to the east of the Urals, lies the West Siberian Plain. Beyond the 

Khatanga River mouth a different physiographical province is encountered 

and this large delta of the Lena River is called the East Siberian section. 

Fifthly, the New Siberian Islands lie to the north of Cape Svatoi Nos 

and they are separated from it by the Laptev Strait. East of the Kolyma 

River, Siberia becomes a mountain complex and it is difficult and imprac

tical to separate the mountain from the la1-lying tundra. The final part 

of the Siberian Arctic is the Archipelago of Franz Josef, isolated far 

from the remainder of Soviet territory and the northernmost land on the 

Asiatic side of the Pole. This archipelago consists of a dozen large and 

many smaller islands. 1 

Norway's arctic islands go by the general name of Svalbard or the 

Spitsbergen chain. The Svalbard realm consists of two separate and dis

tinct islands, Jan Mayen and Bjornoya and the Spitsbergen group, the latter 

made up of the main island, Vest Spitsbergen, Nordaustland, and a series 

of smaller islands including Edgeoya, Berentsoya, Prins Karls Ferland, and 

Hopen. Svalbard is separated from Greenland on the west by the Greenland 

1Ibid., pages 211-220. 



Sea and Novaya Zemlya on the east by the Barents Sea, about 4oo miles 

north of the Norwegian Arctic coast. 1 
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Greenland is the world's largest island next to the continents of 

Australia and Antarctica. Its size is some 840,000 square miles, about 

two-thirds that of India and its shape is not dissimilar - broad in the 

north and narrowing to a wedge in the south. The northern part is the 

land nearest to the geographical North Pole, reaching at Kap Morris Jessup 

a latitude of 83 degrees, 40 minutes. Among the Arctic lands, Greenland 

is similar to Svalbard and to some of the large Canadian islands in that 

it is cut off from the treeline by the sea. There is no gradation from 

forest to tundra as there is in Siberia or on the Canadian mainland. 

The principal outstanding geological feature of Greenland is that 80/85 

per cent of the land area of this enormous island is an ice cap. 2 

* * * * * 
Now that we have established the main features and characteristics 

of the Arctic regions, let us now review previous English accomplishments 

in that area up to the end of the eighteenth century. 

In 1462, the publication of Ptolemy's map showing the world was 

a sphere caused a flurry of excitement throughout Europe. The conception 

of the world being round, raised, in some minds, interesting and highly 

profitable propositions. The road to Cathay and the fabulous riches to 

be found there, so well propagandized by Marco Polo, now became a distinct 

possibility. The success of Columbus spurred others into action to deter

mine who should be the first to open up a new water route to the east, 

1 
Ibid., page 229. 

2 ~-, page 239. 
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the discovery of which would realize stupendous possibilities in terms of 

unlimited trade, especially in spices, for the first nation to discover 

the new route, '~his initial phase had two results; the wealth of the 

north was noted and exploited, and the romantic strangeness of its regions 

was broadcast. Monetary gain and adventure sent ships northward in in

creasing numbers. 111 

Five years after Columbus' discovery of the existence of the New 

World, John Cabot in 1497 sailed to Newfoundland. There he found no 

passageway, no fabulous riches, no potential for trade, only fish off 

the banks of that region. Yet his voyage was important in that as more 

and more adventurers explored the New World, they came to the realization 

that the initial discovery of America was not what it was thought to be. 

Here was a vast continent, not a small group of islands, and further 

attempts would be made to find a break in this continent, a passageway 

which would lead to the east.2 

Attempts to find such a passageway would be made by the nations of 

western Europe for the next three hundred years and these attempts were 

motivated chiefly by the potential promise of commercial interest. England 

too, joined in the quest for a break in the continent of America from 

which to venture into and gain control over Oriental markets. In order 

to finance expeditions sent out for this purpose, trading companies were 

formed, sanctioned by various monarchs, consisting of groups of businessmen 

and merchants banding together and investing large sums in the hope of 

1Jeannette Mirsky, 2E.· cit., pages 31-34. 

2John Barrow, A Chronolo~ical History of Voyages into the Arctic 
Regions, John Murray, lDndon, 118, page 32. 
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highly profitable returns. Frequently these trading companies lost 

their initial investments, yet were it not for their willingness to take 

a chance and finance exploratory expeditions, the history of exploration 

and discovery might have proceeded more slowly. In England, trading 

companies flourished and for the next two hundred and fifty years, up to 

the latter part of the eighteenth century, these companies sent out ex 

pedition after expedition all over the globe. 

In 1576, Martin Frobisher sailed around the southern tip of Green

land in an attempt to find a northwest passage to the east. His first 

attempt failed. Undaunted, he set out again in 1584 after the Northwest 

Company was chartered, discovered and named Gilbert Sound, Cumberland 

Sound, and Cape Farewell from which he was forced to retreat because of 

the presence of heavy ice-floes. Although Frobisher was unsuccessful in 

his objective he had gone as far north as 72 degrees and had crossed 

Baffin Bay. In so doing he established a precedent and opened up the 

beginnings of a route which many of his later fellow-adventurers were to 

follow. 1 

The three voyages of John Davis from 1585 to 1587 constitute a new 

departure from the contributions and motives that had dominated preceding 

expeditions. His achievement was monumental, for it was he who opened 

the way for Hudson and Baffin. In addition to his search for a passage

way, Davis made careful observations on the flora and fauna that he en

countered and found. Science and the pursuit of knowledge would now 

become an integral part of all future Arctic expeditions. Davis had 

1 Ibid,, pages 91-96. 



sailed up the west coast of Greenland unt i l he could go no further. 

Turning west, he entered Hudson's Bay and the straits to that Bay are 

named after him. 1 
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Henry Hudson made three journeys north during the years 1607-1610. 

Employed first by the Dutch, he sailed in 1607 to Newfoundland, found the 

mouth of the Hudson River, sailed up that waterway to Albany and returned 

home convinced that he was unable to locate the northwest passage. Yet, 

as John Barrow has pointed out, Hudson did make a lasting contribution on 

this his first voyage, "It deserves to be remarked that he is the first 

of modern navigators, and probably the first Englishman, who made obser

vations on the inclination or dip of the magnetic needle. "2 

Two more expeditions under Dutch patronage also failed and in 

1610 a group called the English Merchant Adv~nturers agreed to sponsor 

Hudson on another trip to the north. This time, Hudson followed the 

western shore of Greenland, founded Digges Island at the mouth of Hudson 

Bay but was forced to winter there because he was trapped by the ice. 

The following season, when the ice broke and his ship was set free, a 

mutiny broke out because Hudson had replaced the boatswain and mate for 

disciplinary reasons. Hudson and a few others, including his young son, 

were placed in a boat by the dissidents and left to fend for themselves, 

while the insurgents sailed back to England. No more was heard of Henry 

Hudson. Yet Hudson's voyage opened up the passageway to the second 

largest archipelago in the world - the Canadian north.3 

1Jeannette Mirsky, 2£.· cit., pages 31-34. 

2John Barrow, 2£.· £!l·, page 179, 

3~., pages 60-65. 
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Bylot, an excellent navigator, and one of the members of Hudson's 

ill-starred expedition in 1610, set out again with William Baffin in 1615. 

This expedition was backed by a new group of merchants who called them

selves, albeit somewhat euphuistically, the 'Governor and Company of the 

Merchants of London, Discoverers of the Northwest Passage'. And this 

before the expedition had left English shores! 

Baffin was instructed to go as far north as 80 degrees and sail 

westward, using the trail that Davis and Hudson had already outlined for 

him. Like their predecessors, Bylot and Baffin sailed up the western 

side of Greenland until they reached the Carey Islands at 78 degrees 

latitude. From this point, at which Smith, Jones and Lancaster Sounds 

were named, the two navigators were forced to retreat. The ice was too 

thick and would not give way to their frail and small craft. Baffin 

concluded from this that the area he had reached was a bay and enclosed 

on all three sides, hence the name, Baffin's Bay. Unknowingly, he had 

found the entrance to the passageway which led to the Polar Sea. 

Yet Baffin's expedition resulted in two important contributions 

to the exploration of the north. First, he had sailed three hundred miles 

further north than Davis, and, "In his last voyage into Arctic waters he 

reached a latitude that in those seas was unequaled for two-hundred and 

thirty-six years. "1 Secondly, Baffin discovered a method for determining 

longitude while at sea by observing the heavenly bodies, "In the neigh

bourhood of Resolution Island , Baffin saw the sun and the moon at the 

same time, and availed himself of the circumstance to make observation 

for ascertaining the longitude. 112 

1Jeannette Mirsky, 2.E.· cit., page 65. 
2Robert Juish, The Last Voyage of Capt. Sir John Ross , John Saunders , 

London, 1836 , page 55. 
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The Hudson's Bay Company, founded in 1670, was instructed by its 

original charter to survey the North American continent and specifically 

to search for the Northwest Passage. This it consistently failed to do. 

The Company's actual operations and policies were, in its initial phase, 

conservative in nature. What the Company sought was profit and the free

dom to enjoy its virtual monopoly of the fur and seal trade. These it 

got, through the efforts of its Indian hunters, without having to venture 

out into the unknown, and without having to sacrifice men and money in 

expeditions to open the north or to engage in the highly speculative 

search for a northwest passage, 'befence rather than attack, security 

rather than penetration to the lakes and plains, were the Company 's 

watchwords still. 111 

In 1741, Arthur Dobbs, an Ulsterman and an engineer, petitioned the 

Admiralty to put pressure on the Hudson ' s Bay Company to send out an 

expedition into the Bay in the hope of discovering the Northwest Passage. 

Dobbs was convinced of the certainty of such a project and the Admiralty, 

impressed by the force of his arguments, was persuaded to have a Captain 

Middleton, a former Company officer, go out in two ships in 1742. Middle

ton sailed from the mouth of the Churchill River, and reached 66 degr ees , 

30 minutes north at a place he named the Wager River, after Sir Charles 

Wager, First Lord of the Admiralty. Middleton sailed up the River and 

was forced back at a point called Repulse Bay. Dobbs, however, believed 

that Middleton was lying, accused him of being a scoundrel and a drunkard, 

and petitioned the Admiralty again to send out another expedition. 

1Edwin E. Rich, Hudson's Bay Company, McClelland and Stewart, 
Toronto, 1960, page 586, volume 1. 
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Accordingly, another expedition was sent out in 1746, under Captains 

Moore and Smith, who also were forced to turn back at Repulse Bay, and 

confirmed Middleton's reports . Notwithstanding the honor given to Sir 

Charles Wager, the Admiralty and the British government temporarily gave 

up on any further attempt to explore the north . In 1745 , Parliament 

passed an Act offering a reward of 20,000 pounds to any Briti sh ship, 

with the exception of British naval vessels, that discovered a passage

way from the Atlantic to the Pacific Ocean. As enthusiasm had dampened 

both for Dobbs and future explorations of this type, this particular 

reward was offered as an incentive both to merchant and individual 

explorers. 1 

Yet English Arctic exploration was not confined to the sea. In 

1772, the Hudson's Bay Company set out Samuel Hearne to trace out the 

Coppermine River. The Indians had brought stories to the Company about 

pieces of a bronze metal strewn over the ground at the mouth of this 

great river. vlhile the lure was copper, this expedition was important 

in that Hearne followed the Coppermine until he reached the Arctic Ocean. 

In addition to this, it marked a change in policy for the Hudson's Bay 

Company and it taught the Company and the English a valuable lesson - that 

in order to survive in the far north one had to live as the aborigines of 

that region lived. Previous expeditions had regarded these peoples as 

savages and had not thought it necessary to learn much from them. Now 

it became plain that these self-same savages were better adjusted and 

adapted to living in the north.2 

1John Leslie, Discove and Adventure in the Polar Seas and Re ions, 
T. Nelson & Sons, London, 1 55, pages 210-211. 

2Edwin E. Rich, 2£· cit., pages 44-65. 
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In 1773, just prior to the outbreak. of the American Revolution, 

Captain Phipps (later Lord Mulgrave), set out i n the Racehorse and the 

Carcass in an attempt to reach India and the East Indies via the North 

Pole. The author of this scheme was a lawyer, Daines Barrington, who 

entertained an interest in the Arctic regions. Barrington believed that 

the reason why previous expeditions had failed as that they had gone 

westward and had been confronted with land barriers. Barrington argued 

that the Pole had a milder climate than was thought to be the case and 

he attempted to substantiate andcorroborate this with reports he had 

received from various navigators who had sailed directly north. Barring 

ton further argued that there was open sea around the Pole. He submitted 

his thesis to the Royal Society, who, taken up with it, wrote the Earl 

of Sandwich, First Lord of the Admiralty, with the following recommendation: 

I am directed by the President and Council of the Royal Society, 
to represent to your Lordship that they have lately had under 
their consideration the probability of navigation being practic
able nearer to the North Pole, than has generally been imagined; 
and that there is room to hope, that a passage by or near the 
North Pole to the East Indies may be therefore found out. And 
as a voyage made towards the North Pole might be of service to 
the promotion of natural knowledge, the proper object of their 
institution, they cannot but be much interested in the prosecu
tion of the same. They, therefore, beg to leave to recommend 
it to your Lordship, who has always shown such readiness in 
promoting science and geographical knowledge, whether it might 
not be ~roper to take some steps towards the making such dis
covery. 

Phipps' expedition was instructed to go as far north as possible, 

taking scientific data along the way, and to return before the season 

ended. This was to be an exploratory trip. Perhaps the Admiralty had 

not wanted to commit itself fully to Barrington's proposals - Arthur 

1charles R. Weld, History of the Royal Society, J. w. Parker, 
London, 1848, page 70, volume 11, 
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Dobbs, no doubt, was not forgotten. In any event, Phipps reached the 

northwestern extremity of Spitsbergen and was only able to attain a 

latitude of 81 degrees, 36 minutes. Although the commander searched to 

the east and to the west for a break in the ice, he was unsuccessful. 

One of the members of this expedition was a young man of fifteen years, 

out on his first sea trip, Horatio Nelson. 

After Phipps returned to England, Barrington made further pro

testations to the Admiralty in the hope that another expedition might 

be sent out, but these solicitations went unheeded, and, thirty years 

later, O'Reilly would write, 'This utopian paper-built plan of sailing 

to the North Pole has long since been defeated by the experience of 

navigators who penetrated to the 82nd degree, on the Spitsbergen side 

of Greenland. 111 

In 1778, Captain Cook tried to find a passage from the Pacific 

side of the American continent. His instructions ordered him to advance 

into the Pacific by way of the Cape of Good Hope and cross the ocean to 

New Albion. He was to search for the passage only after he had passed 

the 65th parallel and to look for any inlet which, in his judgement, 

might lead to Hudson's Bay or Baffin Bay. Failing in this objective, he 

was instructed to winter at Kamchatka and in the following spring to set 

out again and sail through Bering Strait and look for either a northwest 

or northeast passage once he had passed that point. 

Captain Cook came to a tragic end on this his last voyage. Failing 

to fulfill his initial assignment, Cook set out the following year and, 

J B e r n a , r d O ' R e i 1 l y, Greenland and the Adjacent Seas and the 
Northwest Passage, B'"aldwin,, C'radock and J"olf, wndon, 1818, page 243. 
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unlike the original discoverer of these Straits , he was able to see the 

continents of Asia and America at the same time, with the connecting 

islands of St. Diomede between them, but was turned back by the presence 

of heavy ice. 

The British government meanwhile, amended the original Act of 1745, 

and extended the reward to naval vessels. In addition to this, any region 

north of 52 degrees was substituted for Hudson's Bay, and a further in

centive was offered in the sum of 5,000 pounds to be given any British 

ship coming within one degree of the North Pole. 1 

Before the end of the century, one more attempt would be made to 

explore the Arctic regions. This attempt would be by land. The formation 

in Montreal in 1787 of a rival trading group called the North West Trading 

Company and headed by Alexander Mackenzie led to intense competition be

tween this new company and the well-established Hudson's Bay Company. 

This rivalry would have disastrous results for a later English Arctic 

expedition. An immediate important contribution was made however by the 

new company. In 1789 , Mackenzie set out with Indian guides and followed 

the river that bears his name to the Arctic Ocean. 2 

By the end of the eighteenth century, Englishmen could look upon 

their sometime flirtation with the polar regions with somewhat of a mixed 

reaction. True, vast areas of the North American continent had been 

mapped out and important discoveries had been made. Yet the attempts 

had been sporadic and half-hearted. The two twin objectives had not 

1 Statutes at Large, XXXI, page 155, 

2Edwin E. Rich, 912.. cit., pages 135-155, volume 11. 
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yet been attained. The North Pole was still shrouded in mystery and the 

northwest passage was still a vain illusion. 

English exploration into the north had been a series of failures 

and the wars with Britain's arch-rival France would engage that nation 

fully until after 1815. While the dream that had caught men's minds for 

centuries, the discovery of a northwest passage, was no nearer to attain

ment, the dream still remained, perhaps, because 'No prize in the annals 

of exploration has held its singular fascination. ,. 1 Much as in our own 

time, in our fascination with space, Englishmen would not forget that 

dream. 

Yet, in retrospect, there was a subtle change, particularly in the 

latter half of the eighteenth century in the way in which Britain sought 

to conquer the north. Beginning with the explorations of Captains Phipps 

and Cook, science began to make its impact felt in exploratory work. In 

addition to this, individuals and merchants had given up the search, a 

search that was motivated primarily for commercial gain. The incentive 

for Arctic exploration had fallen to government, prodded on by such interest 

groups as the Royal Society and individuals interested in the possibility 

of reaching the North Pole and discovering the Northwest Passage. The 

Admiralty too, was not insensitive to what such discoveries would mean 

for the future of British sea-power, and it would provide one more pressure 

on Government to push its own advantage, 

The Admiralty was alert to the strategic possibilities of a 
northern route to the Pacific, a,nd its participation in the 
search for the passage was at once an indication of the 

1 
William D. Smith, Northwest Passage, American Heritage Press, 

New York, 1970, page 1. 



government's new awareness of the importance of maritime ex
ploration to Britain's position as a great trading and sea 
power, and a sign of the increasing disinclination of individ
ual merchants to hazard capital in expeditions which held little 
prospect of immediate financial returns or monopolistic privi
leges.1 
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1Glyndwr Williams, The British Search for the Northwest Passage in 
t he Eighteenth Cent~ry, Longmans, London, 1962, page 269. 



CHAPI'ER II 

THE DECISION TO GO INTO THE ~ (1815 - 1818) 

The reawakening of British interest in the first half of the 

nineteenth century in the Arctic was the direct result of the efforts of 

three individuals: William Scoresby, a whaling captain; Sir Joseph Banks, 

President of the Royal Society; and John Barrow, second Secretary of the 

Admiralty. However, the plans and dreams of these men would not have 

been realized had it not been for two essentially fortuitous factors; 

namely, the general peace which endured in Europe from 1815 until the 

Crimean War, and the natural phenonomen of unusual ice-drifting in the 

years 1816, 1817 and 1818. This combination of men and events resulted 

in a systematic and sustained policy by the British towards the attain

ment of those twin objectives in previous northern expeditions - the 

reaching of the North Pole and the discovery of a northwest passage. 

Whalers played a major role in Arctic exploration and discovery. 

For centuries they had plied their trade in the ice-cold waters of the 

north, and the demand for the products of the whale increased dramatically 

from the fifteenth century onward. A booming whale industry flourished in 

Amersterdam Island, just due north of Spitsbergen, and in the early part 

of the seventeenth century a frontier town was established there. A much 

needed commodity, the whale provided blubber oil and spermaceti, and, '~he 

nation that controlled the Spitsbergen waters, was, in a sense and in 

modern terms, at once the leading plant furnishing light, the foremost 
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distributor of lubricating oil, the largest manufacturer of soap, and 

the source whence derived the vast trade of cosmetics. ,,l 
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The English, the Dutch, the French and the Danes all competed for 

control of the Spitsbergen waters, and, by the beginning of the eighteenth 

century, whales in that area were so greatly depleted that they were 

driven to seek new feeding grounds. As a result of this, whalers scoured 

the north searching for their prey. While so engaged, whalers often 

found themselves in high latitudes, particularly around the eightieth 

degree north, and because of this, these fishermen provided a constant 

and important stream of knowledge on conditions in the Arctic regions 

with particular regard to the climate, physiography, and the navigational 

difficulties that they encountered in attempting to free themselves from 

hazardous ice-floes. Much of this information was invaluable to those 

engaged in Arctic exploration and discovery. 

English whalers, however, unlike other nations, were restricted 

in their operations, in that they were forced to sign an oath each time 

they left port that their energies would be concentrated on whaling and 

not on exploration, 

I ••• master of the ship ••. make oath, that it is really and 
truly my firm purpose, and determined resolution, that the 
said ship shall, as soon as licence shall be granted, forth
with proceed so manned, furnished, and accoutred, on a voyage 
to the Greenland Seas, or Davis Strait, or the seas adjacent, 
there in the now approaching season, to use the utmost en
deavor of myself and the ship's company, to take whales or 
other creatures living in the seas, and on no other design or 
view of profit, in my present voyage, and to import the whale 
fins, oil, and blubber there~f into the port of ... Sworn, & c. 
at the Custom House . •• & c. 

1Jeannette Mirsky, To the Arctic!, The University of Chicago Press, 
Chicago and London, 1970, p. 48. 

2statutes at Large, 58th Geo. III, C. 15 # 2. 
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Yet, despite the restrictions imposed on English whalers, a mem

ber of a whaling family, William Scoresby, was one of the chief instru

ments by which the British found themselves involved in a series of 

expeditions into the far north. A veteran of fifteen voyages into the 

Ar ctic, and a self-educated man, Scoresby found time on his annual whaling 

tri ps to engage in scientific experiments. He invented the 'marine diver', 

a n instrument which could gauge deep-sea water temperatures and he was 

able to prove conclusively that in Arctic seas the bottom temperatures 

were higher than at the surface. His success in scientific experimentation 

and the publication of various papers on the far north attracted attention 

a nd in 1807, brought him into contact with two important men: Sir Joseph 

Banks, President of the highly prestjgi.cus Royal Society, and Professor 

Robert Jameson, a mathematician at the University of Edinburgh. 

In 1810, Scoresby was elected to the Wernerian Society and read a 

number of papers before the membership of that body. The Wernerian Society, 

f ounded in 1808, and named af'ter the mineralogist Werner of Freiberg, was 

t he result of the academic interest in natural science in the Edinburgh 

community. It attracted many of the great minds of its day, among them 

of course, Banks. The object of the Society, which was stat;ei in its 

charter was, " the general promotion of every branch of natural science. "1 

Since Scoresby resided in Edinburgh, and since an intense interest 

was aroused in his discoveries there, he was naturally connected with the 

University, particularly through his friend, Professor Jameson. This was 

t he hey-day of the Scottish Enlightenment, and Edinburgh boasted some of 

1Blackwood's Magazine, Edin, 1817, No. 111, vol. 1, page 323. 
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the finest minds in Europe at that time. Scoresby was able to pursue his 

studies and his investigations in that intellectual climate during the long 

winter months each year, months in which it was impractical to whale. 

Returning from his annual whaling voyage in 1817, a voyage that 

was unsuccessful, Scoresby nevertheless brought back some interesting 

information. In a letter to Professor Jameson, the whaler discusses an 

experiment concerning the effects of pressure on various objects, such as 

wood, tin, and cloth, and what these pressures were at different depths 

in the arctic seas. In the same letter he refers to a natural phenonomen 

that will ultimately set in motion and revive British interest in the 

An:tic regions. This was the presence of large pieces of ice further south 

in the Atlantic than had heretofore been noticed. 1 

In another letter to Sir Joseph Banks (with whom he would correspond 

until the latter's death in 1820) in October, 1817, Scoresby informed the 

President of the Royal Society in more detail of the condition of the 

Greenland Seas on his last voyage, 

I found on my last voyage, about 2,000 square leagues of the 
surface of the Greenland Sea, included between the parallels of 
74 degrees and 80 degrees north, perfectly void of ice, which 
is usually covered with it, Now, all this ice has disappeared 
within the last two years, and there is little doubt but that 
it has been drifting to the southward into warmer climes, and 
there dissolved .•• Had I been so fortunate as to have had com
mand of the expedition for discovery instead of fishing (remember 
the English whaler's mandatory oath), I have little doubt but 
that the mystery attached to the existence of a northwest pass
age might have been resolved. There could have been no great 
difficulty in exploring the eastern coast of Greenland, and 
probably the fate of the colony established by the Icelanders 
so many centuries ago might have been ascertained. I do con
ceive that there is sufficient interest attached to these re
mote regions to induce Government to fit out an expedition, 

1Robert E. Scoresby-Jackson, Life of William Scoresby, T. Nelson 
& Sons, London, Edinburgh & New York, 1861, page 123, 



were it properly presented. The simple examination of the 
shores of Spitsbergen would be a matter of much interest to the 
naturalist and the geologist. I should have much satisfaction 
in attempting an enterprise of this kind, namely, to examine 
and survey the islands of East Greenland or Spitsbergen, es
pecially the eastern part, which has not been visited for many 
years past; and to ascertain, for the benefit of the whalers, 
whether the whales resort thither; to endeavour to reach the 
shore of West Greenland, detennine its position, prove its 
insularity, and ascertain the fate of the Icelandic colony, 
together with making researches (contemplatin~ a continuation 
of the exploration through a series of years) relative to the 
northeast and northwest passages, etc.; for the enterprise 
could be conducted with little, or possibly no expense to the 
nation. 2 
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Scoresby had also sent Banks a copy of his Treatise on the Northern 

Ice (1815), in which he had outlined his theories concerning the nature of 

the Arctic regions. Banks answered this letter quickly and in it, sug

gested that Parliament should amend its Act of 1745 by offering a reward 

of 1,000 pounds to explorers for every degree that they should advance 

beyond the eightieth parallel.3 

After examining Scoresby ' s arguments in his Treatise, Banks sent 

another communication to Scoresby, impressed with the latter's theories 

and concerned especially with the breakine up of the ice-pack, '~he more 

I have considered the facts stated in it, the more I am convinced that 

the information given in it to the public for the first time, is likely 

114 to lead to results highly advantageous to maritime service. 

Why was Sir Joseph Banks so impressed? What arguments did Scoresby 

use to so convince the President of the Royal Society? In his work, An 

1underlining mine for emphasis. 

~obert E. Scoresby-Jackson, QJ2.• £!!.., pages 123-125. 

3~., pages 125-126. 

4 
Ibid., pages 126-127. 
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Account of the Arctic Regions (1818) , Scoresby sets fort h the basic reasons 

why he su spects that there i s i ndeed a nor thwest passage and why that pass 

age was navigable. 

Fir st, Scoresby point s out t hat the currents in t he Arctic regions 

(and here he is ref erring to the area of t he North American continent), 

follow a circular pattern, that is, the currents in the Spitsbergen area 

flow from the north-east towards the south-west, while those in the Bering 

St raits flow towards the north-east. 

Second, Scoresby argues that the connection between these two 

currents and the way in which they flow is responsible for the fact t hat 

ice -floes drift in a south-westerly direction into the Atlantic. Third, 

the origins of vast amounts of driftwood indicate that this s ewage must 

have passed through the Bering Straits from the Pacific, carried by the 

prevailing currents, and reached the Greenland Seas and the Atlantic Ocean. 

Although the uppermost portion of the North American continent is unknown, 

Scoresby thinks that it unlikely that, geographically, the northern faces 

of Europe, Asia and America are such that it is improbable that they all 

meet together at the North Pole. 

lastly, and here Scoresby is able to draw from his own experience, 

whales have been caught in the Pacific and vice-versa with harpoons still 

i mbedded in their bodies, when they have originally been harpooned in the 

Atlantic and have somehow managed to escape and to elude their captors. 1 

Scoresby also alludes to the matter of the Parliamentary Act of 

1776 (Act 16th, George 111, c. 6), offering a reward of 5,000 pounds to 

1william Scoresby, An Account of the Arctic. Regions, Arch. Constable 
& Co., Edin., 1820 (vol. 1), pages 4-12. 
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anyone who sailed beyond the e ight y -ninth degree of latitude. Those who 

were in high latitudes , chiefly whalers, were restricted in their activ 

i ties by vir tue of the oat h they had to sign before leaving port , and in 

addition to this inhibition , ther e was no real i ncentive offered by the 

Act to go any further, even if the opportunity pr esented itself . Further

more , the reason why no one had attempted to progress further since the 

expedition of Captain Phipps was quite obvious and was not the result solely 

of the War, 

No one employed in the whale-fishery, who had the opportunity, 
would hazard his life, his property, and the success of his 
voyage, in seeking af'ter a reward which he had every reason to 
believe was quite beyond his reach; especially as he well knew, 
that although he should sail to within a few miles of the ex
tent, which would entitle him to the premium, and there be 
interrupted by some insunnountable obstacle, yet he could have 
no claim on the reward. Hence, while he considered the prize 
as beyond his reach, the adventurous voyager had no stimulus to 
lead him forward; whereas, had a proportionate reward been 
offered for a proportionate success, he would have had every 
encouragement to make the attempt. 1 

Based on the information he had received f rom Scoresby, Banks 

attempted to influence the Government in sending out an expedition to the 

north. Sir Joseph Banks had long been recognized as an outstanding advo

cate of the study of natural science. Among his many achievements, he 

was a botanist, and had made the expedition with Cook in 1772 , in which 

he had named Botany Bay in Australia because of the proliferation of new 

and unnamed flora in that region. Elected to the Royal Soci et y in 1766 , 

Banks provided one of the most dedicated and forceful personalities that 

that body experienced in i t s leadership. From 1778 to 1820, Banks was 

President of the Royal Society, a position which gave him acces s to the 

1Ibid., pages 50-51. 
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h i ghest circles in government. From this exalted podium he was listened 

t o with great respect, and he used his influence and his position to pur

su e his ambition - the advancement of scientific knowledge, particularly 

in the field of natural science. 

Described by his critics as being something of an autocrat a s 

Pr esident, and a man who ran the Society with an iron hand, Banks, never

t hel ess, was responsible for considerable government interest in and 

i nvolvement with scientific research. With his political connections, his 

academic and intellectual stature, and his hard-driving personality, Ban.ks 

us ed the prestige of the Royal Societ y to advocate the continuance of 

Arctic exploration and discovery. 

Accordingly, convinced of the wi sdom and the pract icality of 

Scoresby's theories, Banks wrote to Lord Melville, First Lord of the 

Admiralty, pointing out that the time was opportune for sending out an 

expedition, and showing what such an expedition might result in for the 

Admiralty and the British Government, 

..• the unusual abundance of ice islands (icebergs) that have 
during the last two summers, been brought by currents from Davis 
Straits into the Atlantic; the ice which this year has sur
rounded the northern coast of Iceland in unusual quantity, and 
remained there unthawed till the middle of August, with floods 
which have during the whole summer, inundated all these parts 
of Germany, whence rivers have their source in snowy mountains; 
afford ample proof that new sources of warmth have been opened, 
and give us leave to hope that the Arctic Seas may at this time 
be more accessible than they have been for centuries past; and 
that discoveries may now be made in them, not only interesting 
to the advancement of science, but also to the future inter
course of mankind and the commerce of different nations. 1 

Banks concluded by offering the full cooperation of the Royal Society and 

t he Wernerian Society in the matter. 

1charles C. Weld, History of the Royal Socie~y, J. w. Parker, 
London, 1848 (2 vols.), pages 274-277. 
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The Admiralty responded f avorably t o this in telligence. Lord 

Melv ille , First Lord from 1811 to 1826 , and a clos e f r iend of Pit t and 

Liverpool , wa s well aware of t he st r ategic implications and poss i bi lities 

of such a venture should it succeed. The Admiralty' s decision to go into 

the Arctic represent ed i t s wi llingness t o involve itself in Scoresby ' s 

and Banks' pl ans and was, 

. .. a t once an indication of the government's new awarenes s of 
the importance of maritime exploration to Britain's position 
as a great trading and sea power, and a sign of the increasing 
disinclination of individual merchants to hazard capital in 
expeditions which held out little prospect of immediate finan
cial returns and monopolistic privileges.l 

Commercial interests, particularly those in the whaling industry, who 

knew the s tate of the ice better than anyone else, made no attempt to 

take advantage of the situation by sending out an expedition. 

Yet the Admiralty was under severe pressure from the civil author

ities to economize. War had left its mark on the national economy, and 

the nation was saddled with a huge debt. As a result of this, the years 

f ollowing the Vienna settlement witnessed an economic depression in 

England. Navy forces were cut drastically with officers being placed on 

hal f -pay, and the ranks of ordinary seamen were reduced considerably. 

From an annual budget of 14 million pounds during wartime, by 1817, the 

British Navy found itself having to struggle along on a mere six million. 

And, to make matters wor se, as a result of the Napoleonic wars and the 

Vienna settlement, the Admiralty found itself with enlarged duties in 

patrolling the sea-lanes of the world. Assurances had been given Castle

reagh by the other powers at Vienna that the sea was England ' s special 

¼lyndwr Williams, The Brit ish Search for the Northwest in the 
Eighteenth Century, Longmans , London , 1962, page 269. 
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province and, as a consequence, that country found itself after the war 

with greater commit· me~ts and responsibilities. Figures on the strength 

of the Navy after the War indicate that this was no easy task, ''In 1813 

there were no less than six hundred and six ships in commission, manned 

by 130,127 men . Immediately af'ter the war was over most of the big ships 

were laid up 'in ordinary'; their pressed crews dispersing to their homes 

or their normal avocations in the merchant service. 111 

While the status of the Royal Navy during the post-war period had 

increased immeasurably, the Navy itself underwent drastic reductions in 

men and materiel. Particularly hard-hit was the officer corps. In 1813 

there were 3 ,285 Lieutenants fully employed, but by 1817 this number had 

fallen to around 600, with approximately 3,300 drawing half-pay. 2 Unlike 

able-bodied seamen, the officer corps, by and large, had no other vocation 

to fall back on. They were, for the most part, career men, and this 

abundance of officer material, unemployed and drawing half-pay, played a 

large factor in the decision to send out expeditions into the north from 

1818 to 1855. 

Naturally the Admiralty had a vested interest in its own particular 

image and growth . Wars make a navy possible. Yet, after Trafalgar, how 

else to maintain the prestige of Britain's premier fighting arm? Explor

ation in the Arctic, the equivalent of America's space program today, 

would provide the answer. Here was a challenge worthy of the Navy's 

1 Christopher Lloyd, The Nation and the Navy, The Cresset Press, 
London, 1961, page 202. 

2 William L. Clowes, The Royal Na~, Low, Warston & Co., Ltd., 
London, AMS Press, New York, 1966 (vol 6, page 204. 
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interest and a challenge which would keep the Admiralty's standing high. 

Confidence in the prowess and ability of the British Navy was high during 

this period. No other country or consortium of countries could match her 

on the seas. Because of this, the Admiralty found in the prospect of 

Arctic exploration a singularly attractive proposition, 

.•. and their confident handling of their obscure subject is 
attributed not only to their imperfect acquaintance even of 
the best geographers of that day with the terraquaceous conditions 
of the Polar regions, but also no doubt to the glorious belief 
then prevalent, a survival from the great war, that there was 
no exploit under heaven which the British Navy and its sailors 
could not perform, in all probability at the first attempt. 1 

The Admiralty was not alone in being impressed with Scoresby's and 

Banks' recommendations. Banlcs solicited and enlisted the support of the 

Council of the Royal Society, whose impact on future northern exploration 

was enormous. Originally founded in 1660, and receiving its charter from 

Charles II two years later, the Society engaged in promoting the interests 

of science from that date, and gave to the nation and to the world in 

general the benefits of its discoveries. Its basic philosophy was Baconian 

and what it stood for was, ". • . the gradual evolution of new, developing 

sciences, not as an end, but as a means - towards a much fuller understand

ing of man's physical environment, for the service of manlcind. "2 Its most 

famous member was Isaac Newton, and his ideas would, over the years, com

pete with the French Cartesian rationalism and would be reflected in some 

of the scientific instruments, particularly the timekeepers, used on 

Arctic explorations as advised by the Royal Society. 

1Henry D. Traill, Life of Sir John Franlclin, London, 1896, page 34. 

2Margery Purver, The Royal Society: Concept and Creation, Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology Press, Mass., 1967, page 128. 
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The Admiralty responded to Bank's letter quickly, and Lord Melville, 

in a letter to the Royal Society, advised that body that tentative plans 

had been drawn up by his office to send out two expeditions in the following 

Spring , 

The circumstances to which you have adverted, have not failed to 
engage the attention of the Board of the Admiralty, and we have 
deemed it our duty, in conformity with your suggestion, to give 
orders for the fitting out of four vessels, of proper size and 
construction, to be in readiness to sail on the first of March 
(1818) with a view to the important objects stated in your letter. 
Our present intention is, that two of them should proceed to 
Davis's Straits, and from thence in a north-westerly and poss
ibly afterwards in a westerly direction, and that the other two 
should proceed along the coast of Spitsbergen, to the northward 
if practicable, afterwards to the westward.l 

Melville further asked the Society to review the plans drawn up and to 

make recommendations on the scientific instruments to be used on the expe

ditions and how they should be put to the best advantage in collecting 

scientific data. 

While Scoresby and Banks were putting pressure on a receptive 

Admiralty , there was a man within that branch of government who, by his 

efforts both in government circles and the public at large, can be credited 

for getting the expeditions started in the manner in which they did. That 

man was John Barrow. 

Barrow was familiar with the Arctic and the possibilities that it 

offered. As a youth, he had sailed in a whaler in the Spitsbergen seas as 

high as the eightieth parallel, and it provided him with an experience that 

he never forgot. Barrow had been under the patronage of General Dundas who, 

impressed with the farmer's ability in mathematics and the natural sciences, 

took him to South Africa where Barrow was employed in surveying the Cape, 

1charles D. Weld, Ql2.• ill·, page 279. 
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taken from the Dutch during the war. Dundas and his entourage were forced 

to leave South Africa as a result of the Peace of Amiens in 18o2. Taken 

with his abilities, Dundas, an uncle of Lord Melville, procured for Barrow, 

once back in England, an appointment as second Secretary of the Admiralty, 

a position he held, with one brief intermission, from 180'7 to 1845. More 

than anyone else it was John Barrow who, familiar with Scoresby's writings 

and suggestions, and in a series of private conversations with Sir Joseph 

Banks, contrived and was able to secure Melville's support for a series 

of expeditions that the British sent out. 1 

Starting in October, 1817, Barrow wrote a series of articles in the 

Quarterly Review, in which he attempted to inform the public as to the 

present conditions in the Arctic. The number of contributions he made 

to this Tory journal, founded to combat what its originators thought to 

be the insiduous doctrines of the Whig magazine, the E~inburgh Review, was 

enormous, and ran to some two hundred pieces. In his first article, 

Barrow mentioned the fact, already noted in Scoresby's and Banks' memo

randums, of the recent break-up of the ice and its unusual drift into the 

Atlantic as far south as the fortieth parallel. One indication of this 

drift was the dramatic incident in 1817 of the fishing fleet being unable 

to set out from Newfoundland for its annual summer catch because of the 

vast quantities of ice blocking the shores of that region. Barrow reasoned 

that the regular i ce-barrier , which normally extended between the seventy

sixth and eightieth parallels from the southern part of Greenland up to the 

1 John Barrow, Voyages of Discovery and Research Within the Arctic 
Regions, John Murray, London, l846, see Introduction and Chap. 1. 



Spitsbergen, and which for years had been drifting in a westerly fashion, 

had finally broken of its own accord because of its volume and weight. 1 

In August, 1817, a ship called the Bremen was reputed to have sailed 

west from Jan Mayen's Island until it reached Greenland. Turning north, 

the Bremen reached a latitude of 81 degrees 30 minutes at which point it 

lost sight of land. She then proceeded westwards for a few days until 

land was sighted once again.2 This news excited Barrow for it seemed to 

prove what he and Scoresby had assumed, that the current going through 

Davis's Straits could not exist if Baffin Bay were indeed a bay and was 

joined to Greenland. 

Barrow's map (see his Chronological History of Voyages into the 

Arctic Regions) showed three distinct locations on the northernmost part 

of the North American continent: first, Icy Cape, north of the Bering 

Straits, the point at which Cook was forced to return; second, the mouth 

of the Mackenzie; and third, the mouth of the Coppermine, rivers which 

were discovered by Mackenzie and Hearne and which flowed into the Arctic 

Ocean. From this existing geography of the northernmost points that man 

had reached in the Arctic together with the theories propounded by Scoresby, 

Banks and Barrow, it was now argued (especially by Barrow) that the favor

able conditions rendered by the break-up of the ice now present made it 

imperative that Great Britain take the initiative in exploring the Arctic, 

particularly the North American continent. 

1Ruarterly Review, London, 1818, No. XVIII, pages 199-223; 431-458. 

2John Barrow, A Chronolo~ical Histoa of Voyages into the Arctic 
Regions, John Murray, London, 118, page 3 5, 
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BARROW'S MAP OF THE ARCTIC (1818) 



We will recall that Lord Melville's response to Sir Joseph Banks 

had indicated that the Admiralty was acting on the advice of the Royal 

Society and would send out not one expedition, as Banks had suggested, but 

two. This idea to send out two expeditions, was the work of John Barrow. 

He reasoned, and here he agreed with Scoresby and others, that the tempera

ture around the North Pole in the summer months was less severe, and that 

latitude had very little to do with temperature levels. Barrow's conclu

sions had led him to believe that Greenland was an island, and, because of 

this, he thought that an expedition might reach the Bering Straits by 

sailing north through the Polar Sea. 1 

Yet, Barrow's views aroused some controversy. In 1818, Bernard 

O'Reilly published a book entitled, Greenland and the Adjacent Seas and 

the North-West Passage to the Pacific. O'Reilly in the previous year had 

gone out in a whaler, the Thomas, as a surgeon, and reached a latitude of 

77 degrees at the Linnaean Isles. It was O'Reilly's contention that it 

was impossible to sail beyond the ice-barrier approximating the eightieth 

parallel. Infatuated with the Arctic, O'Reilly had kept a record of his 

voyage in which he recorded the impressions of the state of the ice in 1817. 

To prove his point, O'Reilly used as evidence the unsuccessful attempt made 

by Captain Phipps, who, although he reached a latitude of 81 degrees 30 

minutes was unable to sail further north even though he had searched along 

the barrier to the east and to the west. If there was a possibility in 

reaching the Pole or of finding a northwest passage, O'Reilly felt that the 

Admiralty should consider putting its energies into finding an entrance 

north and west of 74 degrees at Davis's Straits. 2 

1Ibid. 

2Bernard O'Reilly, 2E.· ill·, pages 243-255. 
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Barrow reviewed this book in the ~arterly Review, and dismissed 

0 Reilly ' s contentions and suggestions as mere speculation and imagination. 

With biting sarcasm, Barrow contended that O'Reilly was a petty huckster, 

a man who was just out to make a splash. Yet, subsequent events would 

prove O'Reilly to be correct in his estimation of where the best approach 

might be made to attain the northwest passageway. 1 

The Edinburgh Review also tended to disagree with Barrow's plan to 

send an expedition to sail to the North Pole. In this Journal's view, 

William Scoresby had the best plan for attacking the North Pole. Scoresby 

postulated that the Pole was a mass of ice and that the only way in which 

to reach it was to sail as far north as was possible and from thence to 

cross the ice on sleds, using horses or reindeer for traversing the ice

pack. Barrow, on the other hand, felt that the North Pole was land-free 

and that the Pole was a point in the Arctic Ocean , an ocean that was free 

of both land and ice. The problem as Barrow saw it was that prior to this 

the ice-barrier at the eightieth parallel had prohibited ships from sail

ing directly to the Pole. The break-up of the ice convinced Barrow that 

the time was right to find an opening in this barrier so that a ship might 

sail directly to the Pole and thence to the Bering Straits. The Edinburgh 

Review's author, however, felt that Scoresby's plan was the better of the 

two and was the most practical means of obtaining the stated objective, "The 

bold plan suggested by Mr. Scoresby, for approaching to the Pole over the 

icy continent, though liable to very serious and formidable objections, 

affords perhaps, after all, the only tolerable prospect of accomplishing the 

design. "2 

1Quarterly Review, 1818, vol. XIX, pages 208-215. 

~dinburgh Review, 1818, vol. XXX, pages 1-59. 
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Yet the Edinburgh Review agreed with the sending out of the expedi

tion, and applauded the Admiralty on its intention to do so. The journal 

recognized that there would be benefits from such an undertaking , partic

ularly in the advancement of scientific knowledge that would accrue from 

the expedition, 'Yet we think it befitting the character of a great mari

time nation, to embrace every chance even of improving geographical know

ledge , and of extending the basis of natural science. "l 

While these opinions were being aired publicly, Barrow was busy 

drawing up plans for the expedition itself. These, once completed, were 

submitted to Sir Joseph Banks and the Council of the Royal Society for 

that body 's approval and/or emendation. Upon the general plan being ap

proved, L:>rd Melville submitted it to L:>rd Liverpool, the Prime Minister, 

fo r his verification and acquiescence. The latter's consent having been 

obtained, Barrow implemented the plans as quickly as possible. However, 

for this expedition and for all future expeditions, two new policies were 

enacted, designed to lift the former restrictions on Arctic exploration 

and to provide an additional monetary incentive to British seamen in the 

higher latitudes. 

First , the oath required of all whal er ::; before they left port was 

rescinded and a new one , much more flexible, was drawn up to take its place . 

This new oath allowed owners and captains to search for a northwest pass

age and to go as near the North Pole as possible in accordance with the 

2 Parliamentary Act offering a reward for those regions. 

Second, at Barrow's insistence following up Scoresby ' s and Banks ' 

intimations, to the reward of 20,000 pounds offered by the Act of 1776, were 

to be added further emoluments to be made up by a Commission composed of 

lfil£.. 
2statutes at Large, 58 Geo. III, March 19, 1818. 
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members of the Government and the Royal Society. 1 The Commission modified 

and improved the existing Act and established a scale of rewards which 

were designed to give encouragement and motivation to those who desired 

t o hazard the rigors of the Arctic regions. The results of the Commission's 

recommendations were: to the first vessel sailing within the Arctic Circle 

to longitude 110 degrees West or to the mouth of the Coppermine River, 

5 ,000 pounds; to 130 degrees west or to the mouth of the Mackenzie River, 

10,000 pounds; to 150 degrees West, 15,000 pounds; and to the Pacific Ocean, 

20,000 pounds. For those going to the North Pole, the scale was set as 

follows: as far north as 83 degrees, 1,000 pounds; to 85 degrees, 2,000 

pounds; to 88 degrees, 4,000 pounds; and to 89 degrees, 5,000 pounds. 2 

From these scales it can be seen that the discovery of a northwest 

passage was of paramount importance and was thus the more attractive 

proposition especially in the view of those who established the rewards 

(made up from the governmental and scientific communities). Legally and 

administratively , the way was now clear for the expedition to proceed and , 

at Deptford, on the Thames, preparations went on hurriedly under Barrow's 

supervision. 

From Scoresby's letter to Banks it will be recalled that the whaler 

had offered his services in any expedition the Government would send out. 

Scoresby had ample qualifications for the position; his experience in the 

region, and his academic and proven scientific interest were respected by 

all. In a letter in Blackwood's Magazin~, Baron von Buch mentions Scoresby ' s 

contributions to science and bis knowledge of the Arctic regions . Von Buch , 

1Ibid. 58 Geo. III, c . 20, no. 10. 

2~. 58 Geo . III, no. LVIII, May 8 , 1818, pages 30- 37. 
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aware of the Admiralty's decision to send out an expedition, urged that 

body to place Scoresby in charge of it, 

Mr. Scoresby is also known as one who frequents the Greenland 
Seas; he, indeed, is a man worthy of being placed along with a 
Hudson, a Dampier, and a Cook; and if he should be placed at 
the head of a voyage of discovery, I am persuaded that his 
name will descend to future ages with those of the most able 
navigators. 1 

Nor was the German the only advocate on Scoresby's behalf. Another 

tribute was paid to Scoresby, again in Blackwood's. The whaling captain 

was commended for his recent discovery (on his voyage of 1817) of the 

Greenland whale (Balaena mysticetus) and his further contributions to the 

relatively new science of zoology. The author of the article, in referring 

to the forthcoming expedition and the excitement that it had aroused among 

the scientific community both in England and abroad, stated that, " 

there is no individual so well qualified to be placed at the head of such 

an arduous enterprise as Captain William Scoresby. 112 

Yet Scoresby was not to get the position he desired and for which 

he had worked to get started. In the middle of December, 1817, shortly 

after the decision was reached to send out an expedition, Commander John 

Ross of the Royal Navy received bis commission to head the whole voyage 

through the intercession of Sir George Hope of the Admiralty Board. Scores

by was offered a secondary position by Barrow but, disappointed in not 

getting the command, declined the offer. Later, the Admiralty would regret 

the choice it had made. 

~lackwood's, Jan. 1818, no. X, vol, II, page 364. 

2 
~-, pages 185-186. 
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John Ross had had considerable experience at sea. He had served 

for a time with the mercantile marine and when war broke out had enlisted 

as a Lieutenant in the Royal Navy. Although injured during the war, he 

served with distinction and rose to the rank of commander. A former mem

ber of the East India Company, Ross had twice wintered in the Baltic, and 

had been employed in surveying the White Sea and had been as far north 

as Bear (Cherie) Island. Yet, despite his reputation and experience, his 

qualifications nevertheless did not match a man of Scoresby ' s caliber. 

Ross arrived, in accordance with his instructions, at Deptford in 

late December to assist in outfitting four vessels selected for the ex

pedition. The ships, all whalers, were commissioned by the Admiralty on 

the 15th of January, 1818, and it took six weeks to make them ready. The 

ships chosen were: the Isabella of 382 tons; the Alexander of 252 tons; 

the Dorothea of 370 tons; and the Trent of 250 tons. During preparation 

time, the ships were reinforced with stout wooden planks and iron hoops 

designed in such a manner as to withstand the pressures of the ice. 

The ships were provisioned for two years, with every care taken to 

ensure the safety and sustenance of their crews. The Isabella and the 

Dorothea had a surgeon and a surgeon's assistant on board and the Alexander 

and the Trent an assistant surgeon each. In addition to this , a master and 

mate, familiar with the Greenland Seas and with some years of experience 

in the whaling industry, were attached to each ship. Not only did these 

experienced seamen provide the necessary knowledge of the area to be 

di th it t In the event that the explored but they serve nano er capac y oo. 

ships were forced to turn back and so that the whole expedition might not 

be written off as a total loss, each ship was equipped with two iron tanks 

b back So that part of the cost of the expedition might be to bring blub er 

defrayed. 

, 
M 
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Each ship was also provided with the necessary items for collecting 

and collating objects of interest both on sea and land for natural history. 

Lieutenants Heppner and Beechey were assigned as artists to reproduce as 

accurately as possible a series of drawings for the expedition. 

The men chosen to head the expedition were all to find their names 

appear again and again in Arctic exploration. These men would provide the 

Royal Navy with a cadre of experienced and disciplined elite, a group that 

would go down in their nation's history who would add considerably to man ' s 

knowledge of the Arctic regions. To Captain Ross (he had now been promoted 

a rank) was given the main expedition, that is the one chosen to advance 

into Davis Straits in the hope of discovering a northwest passage. Ross 

commanded the Isabella, and under him, commanding the Alexander, was Lieuten

ant William E. Parry, who later was to have a brilliant career as a navy 

navigator. Also on the Isabella was James c. Ross, a nephew of John Ross 

and a man who would distinguish himself later both in the Arctic and in 

the Antarctic. 

The other branch of the expedition and the one that was to make 

the attempt on the North Pole was under the command of Captain David 

Buchan, in charge of the Dorothea, a man who had experience as a navigator 

in Newfoundland . Under him, and commanding the~. was Lieutenant John 

Franklin, who would later have a tragic death and for whom the country 

would mobilize its forces in an effort to rescue him. With Franklin on 

the Trent were two future heroes of Arctic exploration , Frederick w. Beechey 

and George Back . The total number of officers, men and marines in each of 

the larger ships was fifty-six, while in the smaller, fifty. 1 

1 See DNB 



In his Chronological History of the Voyages into the Arctic Regions, 

published in 1818, John Barrow described the types of scientific instruments 

that were placed on board the vessels, some of which were new inventions 

designed specifically for the expedition. Each ship was supplied with a 

clock having a pendulum cast in one solid mass; a dipping needle designed 

to measure magnetic force; a new type of azimuth; an instrument for deter

mining the altitude of celestial bodies when the horizon was shrouded in 

fog, a frequent condition in Arctic regions; a micrometer and dip-sector, 

designed to adjust the variation of the real dip caused by the difference 

between the temperature of the sea and the atmosphere; a macrometer; three 

chronometers to each ship; a hydrometer to gauge the specific gravity of 

sea water at different levels (a project that Scoresby had done much work 

on); thermometers; a barometer; and various instruments to test electrical 

forces and phenonema in those areas. 

In order to help use the scientific instruments placed on board, 

two men were selected primarily with that purpose in mind. Captain Edward 

Sabine of the Royal Artillery, a man conversant with astronomy and mathe

matics and also in the practical use of scientific ins·truments was recom

mended by the Royal Society. Mr. George Fisher, a mathematician from the 

Cambridge Urliversity, was also to accompany the expedition to take care 

of and to use the extensive set of scientific instruments on board, some 

of them in duplicate. 1 Every effort was made to ensure that the equipment 

was the best available and the expedition was the most carefully planned 

that the British had ever sent out, "On the whole, neither care nor expense 

1John Barrow , QE.• cit . , pages 366-368. 
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appears to have been spared in sending out the two expeditions as complete 

and as well equipped as possible, and nothing that the commanders of them 

d .~ eemed to be useful was refused. 

The Admiralty was preparing for all contingencies and the outfitting 

of this expedition of 1818 represented the most clearly planned of all 

previous English Arctic explorations. The cotrunanders of the expeditions 

were instructed by the Admiralty to examine the variation and inclination 

of the magnetic needle, the intensity of the magnetic force, and how far 

it was ~ffected by atmospherical electricity; the temperature of the air , 

the dip of the horizon, refraction, height of the tides, set and velocity 

of the currents , depths and soundings of the seas. Collections of speci

mens to illustrate the animal, mineral and vegetable kingdoms were also 

2 directed to be made. 

All the preparations having been made, the flotilla sailed down the 

Thames on the 25th of April, 1818. However, the fate of the expedition 

was plagued by an unexpected problem that came up. It will be recalled 

that the officers who manned the ships were chosen from a plentiful supply 

of men on half-pay and the Admiralty was deluged with offers from them. 

However, getting crews proved to be difficult. Initially, while at Dept

ford , the expedition could not attract enough ordinary seamen who would 

volunteer for the voyage . There was a certain superstition , a romantic 

strangeness and uncertainty about the north that manifested itself in the 

1 Ibid., page 369. 

2Peter L. Simmonds , Sir John Franklin and the Arctic Regions, George 
H. Derby & Co., Buffalo, 1852, page 46. 



reluctance of able-bodied seamen to join the expedition. The force of the 

power of the unknown reflected itself vividly among this group, 

In the contemplation of this stupendous obstacle the most ardent 
enthusiasm became chilled and benumbed, and the proverbially 
reckless spirit of the sailor was appalled. There was a feel
ing of romantic and almost superstitious terror connected with 
the idea of sailing to a locality which appeared to be beyond 
the limits of the habitable globe ... and which, once passed, 
might be closed again on the too-daring traveller ... 1 

The Times of London had assigned a correspondent to report on the 

progress of the preparations for the expedition before it was to make its 

final essay north in the beginning of May from the north of Scotland. Be

sides the element of superstition among the crews, the Royal Navy did not 

have a high complement of men who had Arctic experience. Even the Parlia

mentary award of 20,000 pounds and an allowance of three pounds per month, 

with two months pay in advance, failed to attract the necessary numbers. 

The Times' man wrote, 11 
••• a difficulty is found in obtaining suitable 

hands for the voyage, and the vessels will complete their crews at the 

k th G 1 d i 112 Or neys, the great rendezvous for e reen an serv ce. 

This particular problem, that of getting crews for the ships almost 

caused the cancellation of the entire project itself. The~' man, 

fully aware of this, offered an alternative suggestion, 

Instead of the ships destined on this interesting proceeding 
to Orkney, in the first instance, with the expectation of 
getting hands competent to navigate the vessels, it might be 
better if they put into Leith for tho.t purpose. This the 
writer is sure of, that the Greenland ships sailing from thence 

1August Sonntag, Sonntag's Narrative of the Grinnell Exploring 
Expedition, James T. Lloyd , Philadelphia, 1857, page 12. 

2 London Times , February 27, 1818. 



ure well manned, and there is every likelihood that choice hands 
could easily be procured there. Should Orkney, however, be pre
ferred, and the expected supply not procured, the disappoint
m~nt must prove to be a serious one indeed; perhaps of such mag
nitude as to set aside the voyage altogether.l 
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The fleet set out for Lerwick and arrived there on the 1st of May. 

Despite the careful planning that had gone into the preparations of the 

Ship s, the Trent sprung 
a leak while at sea and had to be repaired at 

Lerwick. While the leak itself was not that dangerous, the fact that 

there had been slip-shod workmanship at Deptford, prevented Captain Buchan 

from picking up some additional crewmen there. Nevertheless, the expe-

1 ion set out on its mission on the 2nd of May, despite the fact that d·t 

there was a shortage of seamen on board. 

What was the attitude of the officers on board: We have seen that 

among the crew members the success of the expedition was not expected, 

indeed • many thought that disaster awaited them, For the officers, how-

ev-er, a dif ferent view prevailed. 
It was generally felt that the attempt 

on th e North Pole was the easier of the two voyages. 
The officers showed 

and rev-ealed an optimism about the expedition in stark contrast to the 

Pessimism of the ordinary seamen, 

The officers of the expedition seem quite confident that the 
Dorothea and the Trent under the command of Captain Buchan, 
destined for the a:r;;o~ery of the North Pole, will attain their 
object, but they are by no means equally sanguine of the suc
~ess of the Isabella and the &J-exander, under Captain ~oss, who 
ls instructed to attempt the passage of Davis Straits. 

A look at Barrow's map of 1818 of the Arctic reveals that very 

little was known at that time about the North American continent. Its 

1lli.2:.•, March 3, 1818. 

2 lli.2:_. , March 26, 1818. 



chief feature and what makes it so conspicuous is the fact that vast 

stretches are blank. Lancaster Sound, just beyond Davis Straits was the 

furtherest northwest that had been explored, and nothing is shown north 

of Hudson's Bay, only three-quarters of Greenland is reproduced. Even the 

North Pole is an unknown entity; no one knew whether it was a sheet of 

ice, a land continent, or open sea. 

We have seen how the British became involved again in Arctic explor

ation. The efforts of men such as Scoresby, Banlcs and particularly John 

Barrow stand out. Now we must ask why did the British go into the 1\rctic. 

There were two predominant reasons or motives behind the decision 

to explore the north. First and foremost was the pursuit of knowledge, 

that is, the advancement of science. Scoresby, Banks and Barrow all had 

strong backgrounds in that discipline and all had the perserverence and 

determination to propagate their beliefs. In this regard, the laurels 

must go to Barrow, •~one the less, it is to him more than anyone else 

that the credit for reviving the search must go, a search in which the 

object, as he wrote at the end of his life , has been the acquisition of 

knowledge, not for England alone, but for the general benefit of mankind. "1 

Secondly, it was a matter of national prestige. New facts had to 

be discovered, new lands explored, and English names given to remote and 

faraway places. For the Royal Navy this was its moment; to study and 

improve upon navigation, to chart ocean currents, to make astronomical 

observations, to research meteorological data, to open up new routes and 

faster sea lanes and most especially to follow in that proud tradition 

1 Christopher Lloyd , Mr. Barrow of the Ad~i~alt_y, Collins, London , 
1970, page 129. 
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that had been already blazed for them from Raleigh to Cook. Above all, 

the maintenance of British naval supremacy meant one thing - prestige. 

Much like the space program of the United States today, the immediate 

results were intangible, the unknown was there to be known. Perhaps the 

words of John Barrow, written in 1818, just after the expedition had set 

sail for the Arctic, best convey the sense of what the British were doing , 

Of the enterprise itself it may be truly characterized as one of 
the most liberal and disinterested ever undertaken, and every 
way worthy of a great, a prosperous, and an enlightened nation; 
having for its primary object that of the advancement of science, 
for its own sake, without any selfish or interested views. On 
this account it has justly excited the attention, and called 
forth the approbation of maritime Europe; for it is well known 
that whatever new discoveries may be made, will be for the 
general benefit of mankind; and that if a practical passage 
should be found to exist from the Northern Atlantic into the 
Northern Pacific, the maritime nations of Europe will equally 
partake of the advantages, without having incurred either the 
expense or the risk of exploring it . l 

1 
John Barrow , !2£· cit., pages 378-379. 
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CHAPI'ER III 

BRrrISH EXPIDRATIONS FROM 1818 TO 1829 

The instructions given to both Buchan and Ross by the Admiralty 

were overly confident and optimistic in light of the government's know

ledge of the geographical regions that these commanders faced. 

Buchan's orders were to proceed to and beyond the Spitsbergen 

island group and sail from thence to the North Pole. Once there, he 

was instructed to sail for the Bering Strait and effect a rendezvous 

with Ross in the Pacific. Should this particular route not be open to 

him, Buchan was ordered to sail west around Greenland and thP.n head for 

Baffin Bay. 1 

Buchan sailed around the western side of Spitsbergen and because 

he ran into adverse weather at 80 degrees latitude, was forced to put 

into Magdalena Bay. Unable to proceed north because of the presence of 

the ice-barrier, Buchan, like Phipps before him, sailed in a westerly 

direction to 4 degrees, 31 minutes east. Again he was frustrated by the 

ice-pack, and a gale which badly battered his ships, particularly the 

Trent. Forced to seek immediate repairs for his vessels, Buchan limped 

back to Fair Haven. He stayed there for a month, and, when his ships 

were ready, once more attempted to strike westwards. Again he was turned 

1captain Frederick w. Beechey, Vofage of Discovery Towards the 
North Pole, Richard Bentley, London, 18 3, pages 6-22. 
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back by the ice after achieving a latitude of 80 degrees, 34 minutes. As 

the s eason was far advanced, he consulted Franklin and his other officers, 

and acting on their advice, decided to return home. He arrived back in 

1 England on the 22nd of October, 1818. 

Although Buchan did not deem his expedit ion important enough t o 

publlsh its result s due to the f act t hat the main obj ectives had not been 

accomplished, the voyage had not been entirely wasted. An important sur

vey had been taken of the north-western coast of Spitsbergen and the charts 

which Phipps had drawn were found in many instances to be inaccurate. It 

would be at the instigation of Barrow that the results of the expedition 

were published by Beechey in 1843. 2 

Ross's instructions ordered him to sail to Davis Strait and into 

Baf f in's Bay at the 72nd parallel. From that point he was instructed (as 

wa s then thought) to proceed around the coast of the North American conti

nent to the Bering Strait. From there he was to cross the Strait to 

Kamchatka, give a copy of his records to the Russian governor residing 

there, and meet with Buchan in the Pacific. Both parties were then to 

ex change copies of their log books and then sail home, choosing if they 

thought it feasible, the newly discovered north-west passage.3 

Ross sailed up the western coast of Greenland as far as Melville 

Bay, named after the First Lord of the Admiralty, before he was stopped 

1Ibid . Inf ormation on the voyage is taken from this work . 

2 John Barrow , Voyages of Discovery and Research Withi n t he Arctic 
Regions, John Murray, London, 1846, page62. 

3John Ross, Voyage of Discovery in H. M. Ships Isabella and Alexander, 
J ohn Murray, London, 1819, pages 1-14. 
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by impenetrable ice. As the expedition went around Cape York, an unusual 

phenonomen was sighted - this was crimson snow, and an amount of this snow 

was placed in a bottle to be taken back to England for anal ys i s . 1 While on 

their way Ros s and Parry compared their respective chronometers to test 

t heir accuracy and also dropped overboar d at var ious poi nts copper cylinders, 

each cont ai ni nt papers giving their positions at various times in the ex 

pectation that these might be picked up somewhere else. It was hoped that 

s omething might be learned from the direction taken by the northern currents. 

Ross had taken an interpreter with him, an Eskimo called John 

Sacheuse, who proved invaluable on the expedition. On the 10th of August 

Ht Cape Dudley Digges , Ross encountered a party of Eskimos who thought 

themselves the only living beings on earth. They were invited aboard the 

Isabella. Although somewhat skeptical at first since they thought the 

ships to be living creatures, their fears were finally banished chiefly 

through the efforts of John Sacheuse. From his meeting with these aborig 

ines, Ross was able to derive interesting information on their native 

habits and customs and he called them Arctic Highlanders. 

Ross, stopped in his advance up the Greenland coast, sailed west 

to explore Jones, Smith and Lancaster Sounds. What Ross was attempting 

to do was to verify and authenticate Baffin's discoveries. Ross sailed 

up Jones Sound but found that ice blocked his path. He turned next to 

1Protococcus - a rapidly multiplying unicellular plant filled 
with chlorophyll-green cytoplasm which often changes to red by exposure. 
Palmella nivalis is the well known 'red snow' that frequently and swiftly 
covers large tracts of snow in Arctic or alpine regions. Jeannette 
Mirsky, To the Arctic!, University of Chicago Press, 1970. 
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Smith Sound and while he was not able to advance up that Sound he gave 

the names of' his two vessels, the Isabella and the Alexander to the two 

cliff s that marked its entrance. 

Sailing south, Ross entered into I.ancaster Sound which he f ound 

rel ati vely free from ice. He sailed up thi s Sound, judged it to be fift y 

miles wide a nd noti ced the presence of a str ong current. Soundings were 

taken and i t wa s discover ed that t he depth of the water had increased from 

150 fathoms to 650 f at homs. Three miles behi nd him Parry followed i n t he 

Alexander. On August 28 , Ross committed an error which would bring univer

sal scorn upon him on his return to England. The commander of the Isabella 

was the victim of a mirage or an ocular illusion, "I distinctly saw the 

l and round the bottom of the bay, forming a chain of mountains connected 

with those which extended along the north side and south side (of the 

Bay). "
1 

He named these the Croker Mountains after the First Secretary of 

t he Admiralty. Because of the lateness of the season, he resolved to 

head back for home . Ross was convinced, as had been Baffin before him, 

t hat I.ancaster Sound was indeed a bay, and further that it was closed off 

by a chain of mountains . 

Not all the officers agreed with Ross's observations , however, and 

on the journey home , Sabine and Parry concluded that Ross ought to have 

sailed on. The expedition arrived back in England in the beginning of 

November, 1818 , and The Times reported that, 

NB. It is confidently asserted to in a Morning paper , that 
Captain Ross, on his arrival at an English port, took away 
all the journals which had been kept by any persons under his 
command, and thus precluded the publication of what would 
have been the best evidence against him . 2 

1John Ross , ££.· cit., page 174. 

2.rhe Times, London, January 25, 1819. 

.. 



Sabine published an article shortly after his return in the quarterly 

Journal of Literature, in which he stated that there were many encouraging 

signs evident to indicate that Lancaster Sound was not a bay. Sabine argued 

that the absence of ice, the strength of the current and the depth of the 

water must lead to the conclusion that the Sound was open. 1 In addition 

to this another letter, this time appearing in Blackwood's Magazine and 

written by an unsigned officer of the Alexander, tended to reinforce Sabine ' s 

2 opinion. Lieutenant Parry's diary records that the swell of the water 

came from the north-west and that, based on this alone, it was impossible 

to feel that this did not come from an ocean.3 Alexander Fisher who was 

surgeon aboard the Alexander (which was three miles astern at the time Ross 

saw the 'Croker Mountains' and the officers of which were unanimous in 

their opinion that there were no such mountains) in his Journal of a Voyage 

of Discovery, points out that, •~he only one of those inlets into which we 

entered, was that which Baffin called Lancaster Sound; and from what we 

ascertained of it, I believe that no doubt remained in the minds of those 

who were there, that it was a strait, or passage, and not a sound. 114 

John Barrow, an old friend of Ross, published a scathing attack on 

the commander in the Quarterly Review, accusing him of negligence, cowardice 

1guarterly Journal of Literature, VII, page 94. 

2 Blackwood's Magazine, IV, December, 1818. 

3As quoted by John Barrow in the Quarterly Re~, XXI, pages 213-262. 

4 Alexander Fisher, A Journal of a Voyage of Discovery to the Arctic 
Regions, Longman, Hurst, Rees , Orme, and Brown, London, 1821, page VII. 
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and failure to follow or carry out his instructions. In this indictment, 

Barrow was obviously influenced both by Sabine and Parry, for Barrow went 

on to argue that Lancaster Sound was indeed the entrance to the north-west 

passage . 1 

It should be remembered that this whole venture had been Barrow's 

pet project, a project in which he had expended a great deal of effort 

and personal interest. Not to see it realized hurt his pride, especially 

when he had good reason to believe that Ross had mismanaged and bungled 

the whole affair. Yet, although Ross indeed had been misled, we should 

not judge that commander too harshly. Ref'racted images in the Arctic 

regions are commonplace - it was unfortunate that Ross was the victim of 

such a frequent occurrence. 

Whatever feelings and misgivings Barrow had about Ross 1s competency, 

the Admiralty Board promoted that officer to the rank of captain. He was 

the only officer of the whole expedition to be so honored. Yet, in spite 

of this approbation , Ross would never again be given a command on a govern

ment sponsored expedition to the Arctic. 

Two important contributions were made on the Ross expedition. First, 

new grounds were opened up for the whalers to fish in, 

The whale fishery was confined to Davis Strait until Ross, in 
1818, passed through Melville Bay and showed the way into the 
'North Water'. The consequence of his voyage was that the 
whalers followed him, and a most lucrative fishery was established, 
which flourished for more than half a century. 2 

Second , in the scientific field, the magnetic experiments conducted by 

1Quarterly Review, XXI, pages 213 -262 . 

2William L. Clowes, The Royal Navy, Low, Marston & Co., London, AMS 
Press New York, 1966, volume 6, page 517 , 
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Captain Sabine resulted in the revelation that scientific instruments 

could be influenced by heat or cold, by atmospheric pressure and humidity, 

and by density and the strength of the prevailing winds. These factors 

could result in a substantial deviation in the readings derived f rom these 

instruments and it was now evident that allowances had to be made for 

1 them. 

The failures of the Buchan and Ross expeditions, however, chastened 

the Admiralty and the Royal Navy, in that, 'The Royal Navy quickly found 

out that Britannia might rule the waves, but she did not rule the ice. 

The polar expedition dented its pr ows and pride against the permanent pack 

and limped back, chastened, to England . ·•2 Yet, for all that, the failure 

of the two expeditions only served to stimulate and whet government's 

appetite for yet another venture and Barrow immediately made preparations 

for a second voyage into the Arctic, to set out the following season. 

Parry was assigned to lead this next expedition. Two ships were 

made ready , the Hecla, recently built in 1815 of 375 tons, and the Griper 

of 180 tons. The expedition was well supplied for a two year period, with 

meat and various types of soup stored in tin packing cases , supplied by 

Messrs . Donkin and Gamble of Deptford (the leading manufacturers of canned 

food since its introduction in 1813). 3 As well as this, a plentiful supply 

1 
John Ross, 2E.· cit. 

2william D. Smith, Northwest Passage, American Heritage Press, New 
York, 1970 , page 30. 

3christopher Lloyd, Mr . Barrow of the Admiralty, Collins, London , 
1970, pages 133-134. 
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of coal was laid on board, so that there would be an adequate amount of 

fuel should the expedition have to winter over in the Arctic. 

One important aspect of the first expedition was that it resulted 

in giving the British a corps of experienced and trained men familiar with 

Arctic waters and conditions . This body of men made up the bulk of the 

new expedition. Parry led on the~ while Lieutenant Liddon commanded 

the Griper. 

Parry received his orders on the 16th of January, 1819, and once 

inore they bore the mark of Barr ow ' s hand. Parry was instructed, as had 

been the previous expedition under Ross, to attain the discovery of a 

north-west passage. He was ordered to take the same route that he and 

Ross had taken on the first voyage, to explore thoroughly Jones, Smith 

and Lancaster Sounds, with special emphasis of course being placed on 

the exploration of Lancaster Sound. As has already been mentioned, pro

visions and directions were given should the party have to winter in the 

Arctic. 1 

The expedition set out from Deptford in early May, 1819, replete 

as before with a large number of scientific instruments on board. The 

voyage on the Gr eenland coast was largely uneventful and , following in the 

path of the previous expedition , Parry, af'ter he was blocked by ice at the 

73rd parallel on the Greenland coast, turned south -west to examine the 

Sounds. 

1Edward Parry , Journal of a Voyage for the Discovery of the North 
. est Passage in 1819-1820, John Murray, London, 1821. Information con
cerning this expedition is taken from this work . 



However, in a ttempting t o r each t he Sounds , Parry t ook a d i fferent 

tack , a r ather risky one at that. Unlike Ross, Parry deci ded t o use t he 

'middle pack', 

I n the days of sailing ships, there was great difficulty i n 
passing northwar ds from Davis Str ait to open water, found by 
Baffin and by Ross , in the head of Baffin ' s Bay. The safe 
passage which was made by st i cking t o the land flow of Melville 
Bay u sually caused much delay; while an attempt to pass tll.roueh 
the middle pack ' drifting south ent ailed t he danger of being 
beset, and being drift ed again out i nto the Atlant i c. Such an 
att empt could very r arely be succes s f ul. Parry, after consul 
tation with his i ce masters, and careful consideration of the 
circumstances of the season, resolved to take the 'middle pack'. 
He was right, and his ships reached 'North Water ' unprecedently 
early. 1 

What Parry had done resulted in his being at the entrance to Lancaster 

Sound a month earlier than he had been the year before. This was the 

crucial point of the whole expedition. It was a gamble, and Parry was 

fortunate that it proved to pay off for him. On this rested the whole 

1uestion of proving who had been right, Ross or Parry and Barrow. 

Because the Griper was the slower vessel of the two she was left 

behind at the entrance to the Sound while the Hecla under Parr y pr oceeded 

ahead . On August 2 , 1819 , Parry sailed past and over the mythical Croker 

Mountains, and the huge gulf sighted to starboard was given the name Croker 

Bay . Meanwhile, the Griper had managed to catch up with the~ owing to 

swift breezes astern, and both ships scudded along taking advantage of the 

prevailing winds. However, at the ninetieth meridian, they were halted 

because of the presence of a large block of ice. This proved to be im

passable. Parry sailed south and entered a strait, to which he gave the 

name Prince Regent's Inlet. It was Parry ' s hope that a passageway might be 

found a t a lower latitude. 

At this point there occurred a strange phenonomen - the ship's 

1william L. Clowes, 2E.· £!1·, page 510. 
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compasses became useless due to the fact that they began to fluctuate 

wildly. The reason for this, unbeknown to Parry at the time was the proximity 

of the North Magnetic Pole. The compasses being rendered ineffective, the 

vessels had to rely on their azimuths to guide them. 

Sailing north, Parry sighted and named Wellington Channel and Barrow 

Strait. In a north-westerly direction he entered Melville Sound and , at 

Byam Martin Island (named after the Comptroller of the Navy), Captain Sabine 

was sent ashore with his scientific instruments, 

After setting up their instruments the scientists discovered that 
the variation had changed since they had made their last observa
tions on the shores of Prince Regent's Inlet, from 128 degrees 
58 minutes west to 165 degrees 50 minutes east, showing that they 
had passed the meridian on which the Magnetic Pole was situated. 
Parry, with these calculations before him, determined that the 
meridian in question was in the vicinity of 100 degrees west long
itude - actually it was between 96 degrees and 97 degrees - but 
the precarious condition in which the vessels were placed at 
present prevented him from making further observations and re
ducing his deductions to a greater degree of precision. 1 

On the 4th of September, 1819, at Melville Island, Parry was the 

first to pass the 110th meridian west. He thus assured for himself and 

his crew the 5,000 pound Parliamentary reward offered for passing that 

point and he appropriate~y named an adjoining promontary, Bounty Cape. 

He now made ready to winter over at Hecla and Griper Ba.y as the winter 

ice was beginning to form quickly. 

The sails were lowered and large canvas sheets were spread out over 

the top decks of the ships, stuck firmly and held up in the ice. The prob

lem of heating the boats and keeping the crews warm proved to be less than 

adequate, however, because the heating system , as it was constructed, while 

giving warmth also created a high humidity level within the ships holds. 

¾ellis Crouse, Search for ~he North West Passage, Columbia University 

Press, New York, 1934, page 97 , 
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But the most important factor was of course the health of the men 

and this meant not only their physical well-being but also their morale 

and how to keep their spirits up. It is in this regard that the organiza

tional ability and the ingenuity of Parry becomes quite evident. 

Each day lime juice (from fresh limes - Parry had been adamant about 

that in his requests to the Victualling Office) and sugar had to be swallowed 

by each man in the presence of an officer who recorded the fact so that any 

incidences of scurvy might be kept to a minimum. The men were also engaged 

each day in a rigid regimen designed to keep them busy so that time would 

pass more quickly for them. Classes, teaching the men how to read and 

write were conducted each day and religious instruction and services were 

conducted regularly. 

For entertainment, the officers wrote a weekly paper called the 

North Georgia Gazette and Winter Chronicle, under the editorship of Captain 

Sabine. Although somewhat lacking in any artistic or literary qualities, 

twenty-one issues appeared. The Officers also put on a theater production 

called Miss in her T~, which was a smashing success and which was so 

well received that it enjoyed a re-run two weeks later. In addition to 

this, an operetta entitled Northwest Passage was performed at Christmas, 

together with a huge Christmas dinner, drinking and dancing. 

Towards the end of May, 1820, the ships were freed from the ice 

and the exploration continued again. Parry sailed west, discovered Banks 

Island but was forced to give up when he was confronted with ice at the 

McClure Straits, the final waterway to the Beaufort Sea. Little did he 

know that he had almost discovered the north-west passage! Parry had 

reached his furtherest point west at 113 degrees, 46 minutes and 43.5 

seconds. At this point the expedition returned to England and arrived there 

without further incident at the end of October, 1820. 
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AND 

W INTER CHRONI CLE., 

N°. XIX-MONDAY, MARCH 6, 1820, 

To tl1e EoITOll ef the Winter Chronicle. 

1.,HE cry of' Reform h,,.ing reached even 
to North Georgia, I shall 1-er1uest of 

you to exert your interest with Z in my 
hehali, tru sting tliot the commiserntion 
which my case must excite, will induce him 
to adopt measures for ,·ffecting its speedy 
amendment. You must know then, that I am 
"ery fond of tell ing n good story, or what is 
t echnically called " spinning o. yam;" have 
doubled the Cape, been nt Pulo Penang, 
Palnmbang, Tnnjong, Goonting, llfangalore, 
Cannanorc, and most of the pulo's, ban~-s 
11nd ores in the Indian nnd Chinn seas. 

What I have to complnin of is this
having fini shed what I helievt> to be n ver)' 
mt1 rvellous story, up rises one of thcRe gentle
men, whom I shnll diMinguish by the appel
lation of n walking ph.,noinenon, who, not 

· having doubled _the Cape, ia not n privileged 
mnn, am! relates something similar, but three 
times more extraordinary, and immediately 
robs me of that awe and admiration which 
\IC Cnpe men arc alone entitled to. 

Now, Mr. Editor, 1'11 len"c it to your im
partial judgment, whether my case <loea not 
deserve notice. Pray, do nil you can for 
me with Z, nnd use your edi,orinl influence 
and authority to lay these unqualified \\On• 

der-mongera. 

l nm, Sir, 

Your obedient Servant, 

NATHAN Lo110-now. 

To the Eo1Ton of tl,e Winter Chronicle. 

Mv DEAn Stn-Cnptivnted by the deli
cacy, the exquisite sentiment, and the tender• 

Facsinule of a Page of the North Georgia Gazette 
From Parry's JouRNAL OF A V oYAGE FOR THE D1scovERY OF THE NW. 

p ASSAGE IN I 8 I 9"-20, 
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The return of Parry'a expedition and the success that it had made 

a deep impression on the nation. Parry was promoted to commander and his 

efforts made possible a settli:rl policy of continuing British voyages into 

the Arctic . The Admiralty realized too that, 'The great advantages to the 

Navy were then clearly understood, and the most captious acknowledged that 

the slight outlay which secured the results were well spent. 111 

The interesting thing to notice about the officers of this expedition 

was their youthfulness. Parry himself was only 29, and the average age of 

h i s junior officers was only 21 . This particular expedition proved the 

fact that Parry was a master navigator, a brilliant organizer and was 

endowed with a bravery tempered with a fine sense of caution. His essen

t ial genius lay in his ability to lead men, and the means by which he kept 

his crew's spirits up during the voyage, especially in the winter sojourn, 

bear adequate testimony to that characteristic. 

That Parry ' s discoveries and success were indeed monumental was 

evident, especially since, 'The expedition had sailed upwards of 30 degrees 

o f longitude beyond the point gained by any former navieator; many new kinds 

o f lands, islands, and bays had been discovered; the existence of a polar 

s ea to the north of America had been established 112 In addition to this, 

t he approximate placing of the North Magnetic Pole laid the groundwork for 

future explorers. 

Parry brought back various specimens of different types of animals 

that he encountered in the Arctic. The Times listed some of them and showed 

1william L. Clowes, £2.· ill·, page 511. 

2charles Tomlinson , Arctic and Antarctic Regions, Society for 
Promoting Christian Knowledge, London, 1872, page 68. 
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where they would be placed. Barrow and the Admiralty were quite aware of 

the impact they would make on popular opinion and what it would do for naval 

prestige, 

The natural curiosities from the polar sea have been deposited 
in the British Museum, and are arranging for the inspection of 
the public. Several entire heads of the musk-ox, sea-horse, and 
sea-unicorn , with a horn projecting nearly five feet, have been 
sent to the Royal College of Surgeons . Several skins of the 
white-bear, musk-ox, sea-horse, and dogs, with other curious 
articles have been sent to the museum at Edinburgh. 1 

Parry in this voyage established many precedents for all future 

expeditions of the same nature in that he had mastered the technique of 

wintering over in the Arctic regions on ship. This served to give the 

government and reinforce in the public mind the sense that the British 

Navy would inevitably, despite the hardships and the rigors of the north, 

succeed in accomplishing their assigned mission. Future events, however, 

would shatter that rather naive and simplistic notion. 

In an article in the Quarterly Review, Barrow reviewed Parry's 

expedition and what it meant for future Arctic exploration. It was now 

obvious to both Barrow and Parry that the northwest passage would be found 

by going through Lancaster Sound. Parry's recent voyage had given that 

navigator the possibility that Prince Regents Inlet might be the next 

stage in the discovery of such a passage, With this, Barrow concurred, 

and, in this article, Barrow contends that the passageway would probably 

be found by entering Lancaster Sound, sailing south down Prince Regent's 

Inlet, and from there sailing along the coast of the North American con

tinent.2 

½he London Times, January 1, 1821. 

2Quarterly Review, XXV, pages 175-216. 



As a result of this thinking, not only did the British direct their 

future efforts at achieving a northwest passage by sea, but they also sent 

out land expeditions. The only two points on the North American coastline 

that were known at this time were those discovered by Hearne and Mackenzie 

in the eighteenth century, the Mackenzie and Coppermine Rivers. It was 

the wish of the British government to fill in those uncharted sections of 

the coastline that bordered the Arctic Ocean. A commercial motive was 

operative, too - the Hudson's Bay Company had a vested interest in this 

region, and pelts still attracted good prices. The best furs were to be 

found in the northernmost regions, and better furs, part i cularly better 

beaver furs , meant better pr ices on the market i n I.ondon. 1 

In accordance with this plan, John Fr anklin , who had sailed with 

Buchan in 1818, was commissioned to undertake a land expedition. His 

instructions were to proceed from the Hudson Bay, travel up the Coppermine 

River until he reached the point where it flowed into the Arctic Ocean and 

from there explore the coastline east of that river surveying and charting 

its physiognomy carefully. He was further instructed to malce note of the 

important bays and inlets in those places which proved to be natural 

harbors for sailing ships. He was also to leave information as to his 

di s coveries at these par t icular places to hel p the next expedition that 

would set out by sea. The government had also instructed t he Hudson's Buy 

Company and t he North West Company to furnish the expedition with all the 

necessary supplies and aid that it might require. 2 

½,or a detailed study of the fur trade and especially the economics 
of that trade, see Harold Innis, The Fur Trade in Canada, Yale University 
Press, New Haven, 1930, 

2John Franklin, Narrative of a Journey to t~e Shores of the Polar 
Sea, Greenwood Press, New York, 19b9, 



In 1819 Fr nk . 
, a lin, together with Dr, John Richardson, a natural ist 

and two midshipmen, • 
Robert Hood and George Back, a sailor called John Hepburn, 

guides and Canadian voyageurs left York factory on the 
ands ome Indian 

Hudson Bay 
and set out for Fort ChipewYan. Franklin and his party left 

With two d 
ays supply of food with tbem as they were determined to live off 

the land as 
they proceeded.l From Fort Chipewy-an, Franklin crossed to the 

side of the Great Slave I.,a.ke, and from there to Fort Enterprise on 
northern 

ke where he built his winter quarters, It had taken him almost 
'Winter Ia 

ears to set up what he planned to do originally - in that period he 
two Y 

had cov ered 1,500 miles by canoe and on foot, 

While at Winter Lake, Franklin sought more Indian guides to help 

him th 
e following Spring. He was, however, oPposed in this by Ka-Ka-Wa-

Rents 
• a local Indian magician who held great power over the local tribes 

because 
of bis supposed skill in the art of w1 tchcraf't • Franklin, as his 

apher Henry o. Traill revealB, was an intensely religious man and was 
biogr 

g:reatl Y distressed by the actions of this local shaman, 

Ka-Ka-Wa-!lents challenged Fre.nklin to test his 11J88iC, as it was 

obvious that th I di n's image A test was 
Franklin posed a threat to e n a • 

e whereby Franklin was to tie up the conJuror an leave him in a a:r:r-e.ng d d 

tent. 
The Indian promised to undo himself in a few ndnutes to prove his 

lllagical claims and his superioritY over Franklin. Franklin readily assented 

is trial. The magician was stripped, and Fre.nklin tied him up using 
to th 

st"lldard British Navy regulation Jcnot• and placed Ka -Ka-wa-!lents in a tent 

---ce t 
1
It would be Franklin wb<> would introduce to the Bri7ish the con-

! 

... ~ of using 
1 1 

iand J·ourneys. He copied this from the 
""'-lians pemm can on ong . 
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in a clearing. The temperature was below freezing and, when the Indian 

did not appear after half an hour, Franklin and the others who witnessed 

the test, rushed to the tent where they found the imposter, still fully 

tied up, choking, and going blue in the body from the cold. Franklin 

immediately released him. The Times reported the incident and observed 

that, 

The power of this circumstance had the effect of removing from 
the minds of thousands of Indians who had ~laced such confidence 
in the power of the conjuror , all respect for his former exer
tions. He slunk back to his own people , but was no longer re
ceived as a superior. It was a wish expressed with a great deal 
of fervency by Mr. Franklin upon observing the exceeding docility 
of the Indians , and their contempt of all attempts at imposture, 
that the religious societies of England would send out amongst 
them some of those excellent men who are so easily procured to 
visit other countries , for the purpose of giving reliyious in
struction where it would be most gratefully received . 

Franklin got his Indian guides. 

In the Spring of 1821 Franklin and his party, which now included 

some Canadian voyageurs, among them an interpreter for the Iroquois Indians 

called Michel, three of the Canadian wives who could sew , and a tribe of 

Indians under their chief A.kaitcho whose function was to set up a storage 

place of food for the expedition on the return trip back to Fort Enterprise. 

Travelling alternatively by canoe and by foot up the Coppermine, they pro

ceeded until they reached a point where a party of Eskimos had been massa

~red in 1772. 2 Franklin named this spot, Bloody Fall. At this Juncture 

lrhe London Ti~, December 13, 1821. 

2-rhis incident refers to Hearne's expedition up the Coppermine River 
, its outlet in the Arctic Ocean in 1772. While Just a few miles away from 

1 s destination , Hearne's party came acr oss a wander ing band of Eskimos. 
· tensibly the traditional enemy of the Indians, Hearne's guides proceeded 

slaughter the entire Eskimo group much to the Englishman's horror and 
1sternation. He could only stand by speechless and watch the gory 
·ctacle unfolding before him . 
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the I ndians left the main party and started back to set up and provision 

the storage cache. The expedition had now travelled 550 miles up the 

Coppermi ne and were now at the Arctic Ocean. It had taken Franklin five 

weeks . 

The expedition struck out east along t he coast charting carefully 

its geography until they arrived at Point Turnagain. Franklin had mapped 

out 650 miles of shoreline. At Point Turnagain, Franklin and his party 

deci ded to return owing to the shortness of provisions left and also be

cause of approaching winter. 

Instead of returning the way they had come, that is, back along the 

coast , Franklin determined to cut diagonally across land. The party set 

out on September 2 for the homeward trip. However, after a few days 

travel the weather steadily got worse. High winds, snow storms and a 

diffi cult terrain slowed the party considerably. In addition to this the 

Canadi ans were unable to hunt or to find food. Their supplies gradually 

diminished until they reached a situation in which they had to exist on 

tripe-de-roche (a lichen of the genus Gyrophora) which gave many of them 

diarrhea. The situation had become desperate when they had to burn their 

canoes for warmth along the way. 

Franklin sent midshipman Back ahead to the Fort to organize a 

relief party. When, a few days later, Franklin himself left the main 

body and pushed on to Fort Enterprise, he arrived there to find that there 

was no one there and that there was no food. Back had left a note saying 

t hat he had gone to Fort Providence for help. 

The starving travellers gradually came in. Richardson and Hepburn 

finally arrived with a gruesome tale to relate. It seemed that Michel, 

the i nterpreter, had killed three of his fellow companions and eaten them 
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on the way. He then killed Hood, and claimed to Richardson who was not 

present at the killing, that Hood had committed suicide. Richardson, fear

f ul of his own safety and that of the others remaining, shot Michel in the 

head . 

The 11 ttle group of men huddled at the Fort were finally relieved 

by some Indians sent by Back from Fort Providence. It took a week for 

the party to be nursed back to health so that they could carry on with 

their journey. The reason why Akaitcho had not provisioned Fort Enterprise 

as he was instructed to lay in the fact that a bitter rivalry existed 

between the traders of the Hudson's Bay Company and the North West Company 

at this time. Consequently , supplies were kept from the Indians. Three 

members of Akaitcho 's party had died of starvation as a result of this. 1 

Franklin had journeyed 5,500 miles, and, upon his return to England 

in October, 1822, received a hero's welcome. He was promoted to the rank 

of captain and the Royal Society, in recognition of that explorer's con 

tributions to geography gave him a fellowship in their body. Henry D. 

Traill, Franklin ' s biographer, in discussing this land expedition and the 

dangers which the explorers faced, states that it, " . . . must always rank 

a s one of the most daring and hazardous exploits that has ever been ac

complished in the interest of geographical research. "2 

The British now realized the value of embarking on the systematic, 

arduous and long process of mapping out the northern part of the North 

lFor a fuller treatment of this bitter feud see Edwin E. Rich's 
Hudson 's Bay Company, volume 2, and Marjorie E. W. Campbell ' s The North 
liest Company . 

2The best biography of Franklin is Life of Sir John Franklin by 
Henry D. Traill , London, 1896. A much-needed modern work on this remarkable 
explorer has not been attempted at this date . 
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American continent. Franklin ' s expedition had been the first important 

step in that direction - from now on the British would gradually conquer 

t he vast unknown areas of the north in much the same fashion. 

Not long after Parry had returned from his first expedition, John 

Barr ow was busy with preparations for a second voyage, again to be led by 

Parry. This time Parry and Barrow were convinced that the passageway lay 

along the shores of the North American continent and that to reach that 

r egion, an expedition would first have to sail through Lancaster Sound and 

then through Prince Regent's Inlet. (We will recall that Franklin had 

been ordered to leave information as to the topography of the land at 

certain inlets and bays on the coast of the Arctic Ocean.) 

Due to the fact that the Griper had sustained heavy damage on Parry' s 

fi r st voyage, a new ship , the Fury, of 377 tons was built. Parry stressed 

that it must be built identical to the Hecla, " •.. precisely alike ... so 

that any article belonging to either ••. might be transferred from ship to 

ship , and at once applied to its proper use, without selection, trial, or 

alteration of any kind. ,,l Parry was to command the new ship while Commander 

Geor ge F. lifon was the master of the Hecla. 

Learning from their previous experience in which there had been too 

hi gh a level of humidity in the ships while in winter quarters, a more 

elaborate system of heating and insulation was installed. Cork was applied 

to the interior of the ship's Gides and lined the undersides of the decks. 

Both ships were provisioned for three years and a transport ship, the 

½:dward Parry, Journal of a Second Voyage for the Discovery of the 
North West Passage, John Murray, London, 1824, page 8. 
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~Utilus 
' was to 

accompany the expedition and to reprovision it at Lancaster 

Sound 

Parry, s instructions 

make h is way t 0 Repulse Bay. 

in the hope 

ordered him to ~roceed through Hudson Strait and 

From there he was to explore the west coast ' 

th
at the expedition might enter the southernmost exit of Prince 

Regent's 
Inlet and from there sail along the coast to the Bering Straits . 

Howe Ver, alth 
ough the Admiralty was not aware of it at this time, such a 

supposition 
would prove to be raise in that that particular direction would 

on1 y result 
in Parry being forced into a cul-de•sac, He would be stopped 

by Melville Peninsula as yet uncharted and unknown,
1 

Parry set out in May , 1821 , and reached Bepulse Bay the following 

month. Great d 
was his disappointment when he discover• that it was land· 

locked and not open to the west , 

systemat. ically examined every bay 

over at Melville Peninsula, 

lll.Uch the 

Forced therefore to head north, Parry 

and inlet a1on8 the coast. 
He wintered 

same fashion as on his previous expedition, Similar entertain· 

tnent s 'Were f 
urnished for the officers and men, with the addition this time 

Of magic 1 antern shows 
th . 

Us ridding 

This time winter operations were conducted in 

The heating system proved to be more effective 

the crews of the problem of perennial dampness, 

This, of 

cours e , result ed in better morale , 
During the winter an Eskimo tribe arrived and a burgeoning trade 

soon developed 

able 

between the two groups , 
information from the Eskimo• on hunting procedure• • As• result of 

this mutual collaboration, and exchanse, parry'• men were able in the 

parrY was able to learn some valu-

1 
~- Information for thi• expedition 10 taken rrom this journal, 
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spring to adopt t he Eskimo mode of t r avel when they set out on explorator y 

land trips . The British sailors used sledges and snowshoes for hauling 

equipment and for walking . 

In August, 1822 , Parry's expedition sail:ed north, rounded Melville 

Peninsula and entered a strait which was named Fury and Hecla Straits. 

Parry fol lowed this strait to its western outlet in the Gulf of Boothia 

wher e he was confronted by heavy ice-floes. Once again, Parry was forced 

to winter over. In this interval, Parry was convinced that he was on the 

right path or approach to Prince Regent's Inlet. This conception seemed 

to be Justified in that the topographical information he had received 

from t he Eskimos who had drawn some crude maps for him, had been verified 

as being f a irly a ccurate. However, in the Spring of 1823, Parry was com

pelled t o abandon any further search and return home. This time, the key 

factor i nvolved was not the presence of ice, but rather the physical con

dition and well-being of his crews. While the men seemed to have lastei 

well through one winter in the Arctic, the second winter brought a depres

sion of spirit and a physical toll on the ship 's crews. The men had spent 

three years in t he Arctic and the conditions which they were f orced to 

live under were beginning to take their toll. 

Although the expedition had been for the most part a failure, Barrow 

in the Quarterly Review expressed the strong conviction that Parry had 

been on the right track and urged that another expedition through Prince 

Regent's Inlet would be a success. Barrow wrote that the likelihood of 

there being open water in the Polar Sea was reinforced by Parry's informa 

tion that there was a strong tide in Fury and Hecla Strait. If that were 

the case , Barrow reasoned, then such a sea mst be free of ice because of 

the existence of a strong tide and also because the moon could not attract 
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enough motion in ice-laden seas to cause such heavy tides. 1 

Meanwhile William Scoresby was not idle. Although he had turned 

down an appointment in the first expedition of 1818, and although he was 

still obligated to go on his annual whaling voyages , he had not given up 

his research and investigation. On one such voyage, in 1822, unsponsored 

by the government, Scoresby managed to survey and chart 800 miles of the 

eastern shore of Greenland from Cape Barclay to Gale Hamkes Land. 

Sailing in the Baffin of 321 tons, built in 1820 to Scoresby's 

stringent specifications, the whaler/scientist tried a novel approach for 

exploring the coast of eastern Greenland. Prior to this whalers and ex

plorers had run into heavy ice-floes extending beyond the 69th degree of 

latitude off the coast of Greenland and thus were prohibited from an 

examination of that coast itself. What Scoresby did was to sail to the 

eastern coast of Greenland beneath that parallel at the 65th degree of 

latitude, and then, hugging the coastline , which proved to be free from 

ice, wend his way gradually up the eastern side of Greenland . 

Returning from his voyage, Scoresby published an account of his 

discoveries in his Journal of a Voyage to the Northern Whale-~ishery, in 

which he indicated that he had been able to attain a latitude of 75 degrees. 

This work gives a wealth of information concerning the topography of the 

region. Appendices contained in it have his old friend and mentor, Pro

fessor Jameson of the University of Edinburgh (for whom incidentally, 

Scoresby named a bay in Greenland), with a section on geology; and Professor 

Hooker of Glasgow University with commentaries on Scoresby's discoveries in 

1 9uarterly Review , XXX , page 270. 
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tables designed to aid the northern explorer. Strangely enough, the British 

gover nment took little notice of Scoresby's contributions in this regard. 

Perhaps t his was because Sir Joseph Banks at the Royal Society had died in 

1820 , thereby cutting off the whaler's chief friend and advocate in govern

ment circles. 1 

Yet, just after Scoresby's journey, another expedition, this time 

under Clavering and Sabine carried on the work that Scoresby had been in

volved with, although with a slightly different purpose in mind. 

Captain Sabine of the Royal Artillery had been conducting pendulum 

experiments while on Parry's first eXl)edition. On his return back to 

England, he was sent out in the Pheasant to erect a series of scientific 

sta tions around the world in conjunction with scientists from other nations, 

notabl y France, from 1820 to 1822. 

Through the kindly patronage and influence of Sir Humphrey Davy at 

the Board of Longitude, Sabine was able to expand his investigations into 

high l atitudes . Accordingly, Sabine was sent with Commander Clavering 

aboard the Griper in 1823, to the Arctic regions. The plan proposed by 

Capt a in Sabine was to proc~ed to Hammerfest about the 70th degree latitude, 

t hence to the northern coast of Spitsbergen at the 80th parallel, and then 

to the highest latitude that was possible on the eastern shore of Greenland, 

so that pendulum stations might be erected and various scientific observa

t ions made. Sabine was then to proceed to Iceland and set up the fourth 

and l ast station there. 

1william Scoresby, Journal of a Voyage to the Northern Whale-Fishery, 
Archi bald Constable & Co., Edinburgh, 1823. Data is taken from this journal. 
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The Griper sailed in the early part of May, 1823. At Hammerfest, 

Sabine was able to take his measurements at a latitude of 70 degrees ho 

. t 1 m1.nu es. Clavering then sailed on to the northern shore of the Spitsbergen 

group and deposited Sabine and a party of men to help him with his scien

tific experiments. Clavering decided to push on northward while the oppor

t unity presented itself. As with Phipps and Buchan before him, Clavering 

was compelled to turn back having reached a latitude of 80 degrees and 20 

minutes. 

Picking up Captain Sabine and his party, the Griper headed for the 

eastern shore of Greenland. Following in the path traced the preceding 

year by Scoresby, Clavering passed Gale Hamke ' s Land and ran into a group 

of islands off shore to which were given the name, Pendulum Islands. On 

these islands, Sabine conducted his various experiments and Clavering had 

reached a latitude of 76 degrees. 

In the second week of August, the Griper arrived at Fair Haven and 

erected an observatory there , again with Sabine conducting successful pen

dulum experiments. Because of the lateness of t he season and because by 

this time ice packs around Iceland made it impossible for the group to 

land there, Clavering sailed for a comparable latitudinal area. The Griper 

½he information for this voyage is taken from the Journal of a 
Voyage to Spitsbergen and the East Coast of Greenland in His Majesty's 
Ship Griper, by Douglas C. Clavering, communicated by James Smith,~ 
burgh New Philosphical Journal, volwne 9, 1830 , pages 1-30, and An Account 
of Experiments to Determine the Figure of the Earth by Means of the 
Pendulum Vibrating Seconds in Different Latitudes; as well as on other 
Subjects of Philosophic Inquiry, by Edward Sabine as quoted in John Barrow ' s 
Voyage of Discovery and Research Within the Arctic Regions, John Murray, 
London, 1846. 
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put in to Drinheim on the western shore of Norway on the same latitude as 

Iceland , and the final station was erected there. The Griper returned to 

England in the middle of December, 1823. It had been a most successful 

voyage . 

The efforts by the British and particularly by Edward Sabine to 

establish seconds by the pendulum method was of the utmost importance for 

it proved or attempted to prove the elliptical nature of the earth's 

sphere. In Captain Sabine's words, the expedition marked, 

the attempt to determine the figure of the earth, by the 
variation of the gravity at its surface, has been carried into 
full execution on an arc of the meridian of the greatest acces
sible extent, and the results are seen to be consistent with 
each other, in combinations too varied to admit a probability 
of the correspondence being accidental. 1 

By 1823, the British abandoned the policy of attacking the Arctic 

from more than one approach. Consequently, they attempted to conquer the 

north-west passage on four fronts: first, by sending Parry through Lan

caster Sound; second, by having Lyon come through the Hudson Bay from the 

south-east; third , a land expedition under Franklin again to explore the 

Mackenzie and the shoreline east of that river to Icy Cape; and lastly, 

by sending Captain Frederick w. Beechey round the Cape of Good Hope, up 

the western side of North America and entering into the Arctic Ocean through 

the Bering Straits, in an attempt to rendezvous with Franklin. This was 

the most gradiose plan yet that the British had conceived. 2 

Commander Lyon's expedition was therefore instructed to winter at 

Repulse Bay or on the Wager River and make a journey across the Rae Isthmus . 

1 
John Barrow, ~- cit., page 140. 

2Evidence for this change in policy is not available in this country. 
Yet the fact that four expeditions, going from different points, and attempt
ing to link up together, shows clearly that some such change in previous 
British policy was effected. 
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On reaching t 
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----1 Reach R George F. I,Yon, A Brief narrative of an unsuccessful Attem t to ~- John Murray, Jpndon, 1825, pages 1-XI and pages XIII-XVI, 

2 
Ibid -·, page 3. 
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Bay of God's Mercy. After a few days, the storm abated somewhat and the 

Griper, badly battered, was able to limp back to England, arriving in 

Por t smouth in October, 1824. 

It is ironic that the Admiralty had seen fit to build two new ships 

(the Hecla and the Fury) especially for Arctic voyages and had provisioned 

and sustained them in the best manner possible, yet, at the same time, send 

out a ship already proven to be incapable of taking Arctic conditions, and 

so endangering the lives of the men on board. It was a tribute to Lyon's 

ski ll and perseverence that he was able to get both the crew and the ship 

back to England without the loss of any lives. 

The Admiralty's instructions allowed Parry a great deal of latitude 

i n selecting the best possible route once he came through Lancaster Sound. 

Bu t Parry was positive that the real answer to the riddle lay in Prince 

Regent's Inlet. The ships sent under Parry were the same as on his pre

vious expedition, the Fury and the~. this time Parry took control of 

t he Hecla and Captain Hoppner was placed in charge of the Fury. In addition 

to this, a transport, the Will iam Harris, was provisioned to supply both 

other ships once they reached as far as Davis Strait. 

The expedition set out in May, 1824. Unfortunately, as we have 

seen from Lyon's account, the year 1824 was a bad one for weather. The 

ice in Baffin Bay was unusually thick and it slowed Parry's progress con

s i derably, thereby causing him valuable time in reaching Lancaster Sound. 

Once there, Parry was compelled to winter over at Port Bowen. By the end 

of July in the following year, the ice had thawed enough to allow the 

vessels to set sail. The expedition headed south but wra s blown onto 

t he coast by heavy gale winds. These winds had pushed the ice-pack up 

to the shoreline and the ~ was crushed and thrown upon the beach. The 
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Fury was in a hopeless condition and Parry, after consulting with his 

officers, removed the men and what provisions he could from the~ to the 

~ and set sail for England. The trip had been a total failure. This 

expedition, together with Lyon's unfortunate experience was a serious blow 

to the advocates of /\.retie exploration and discovery. 

On this expedition two important contributions were made, however, 

to science and commerce. The scientific experiments that were conducted 

revealed that in the Arctic, sound could travel great distances. While 

from the first expedition in 1818, ships had to muffle their ship's bells 

when approaching ice-bergs, Lieutenant Foster found on this trip that he 

could easily converse with another man at a distance of 1,000 yards. 

Secondly, the voyage resulted in the extension of the whaling fleets 

capability and a boost to the industry. Clowes points out that, 

In the same way Parry's third voyage was the direct cause of 
a whale fishery up Prince Regent's Inlet. Two young lieuten
ants, Joseph Shere, and James Clark Ross, were the first to 
kill a payable whale in that remote and ice-encumbered sea. 
They led the way.l 

Even after three unsuccessful attempts to locate the north-west 

passage, Parry was still convinced that the route he took was the best 

one and that the prospects for eventually finding it would be amply and 

richly rewarded. He repeats, however, that what is needed is more planning , 

I would only therefore, in conclusion, urge those who may at 
a ny future time be charged with this attempt, to omit no pre
caution that can in the slightest degree contribute to the 
strength of the ships, the duration of their resources, the 
wholesomeness and freshness of their provisions, the warmth, 
ventilation, and cleanliness of their inhabited apartments, an~ 
the comfort, cheerfulness and moral discipline of their crews. 

1william L. Clowes, £2.· ill·, page 517. 

2Edward Parry, Journal of a Third Voyage for the Discovery of the 
North West Passage, John Murray, London, 1826, page 159. 
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Parry realized better than most of his peers in Arctic exploration just 

what the Arctic and the conditions found there can do psychologically to 

a man, and the mP.ans by which he chose to obviate the boredom created by 

those conditions is all too evident in the great care he took to ensure 

his crew's welfare, "In the very silence there is a deadness with which 

a human spectator appears out of keeping . "1 

Franklin set out to cooperate with Parry's third expedition with 

one overland. The Lords of the Admiralty were at first skeptical, mind

ful of the horrors of Franklin's first overland trip. However, they 

finally agreed to the venture and to the plan submitted to them by Franklin 

and Barrow. 2 

Franklin immediately obtained the services of his two former com

panions, Dr. Richardson and Lieutenant Back to accompany him together with 

E. N. Kendall, a surveyor, and Thomas Drummond, a naturalist. This time, 

Franklin 's plans were much more painstaking and thorough. He did not want 

a repeat of the privations of his first land expedition. Since the fra

tricdal warfare that had existed between the Hudson's Bay Company and the 

North West Company had now been resolved by the amalgamation of the two 

trading companies in 1821, Franklin felt sure that his expedition would 

not be plagued by the incompetence displayed by these traders in supplying 

the first expedition. Franklin, through the auspices of the British 

government and the Hudson's Bay Company's Governor George Simpson, obtained 

Peter Dease, the chief trader of the Company, to go with him on the expedi

tion. 

1Ibid. , page 56. 

2John Franklin, Narrative of a Second E~edition to the Shores of 
the Polar Sea, John Murray, London, 1828. 
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Parry's return from his l ast unsuccessful voyage saw that navigator 

anxious once again to explore the Arctic regions. This time though he pro

posed a scheme to Lord Melville for reaching the North Pole by means of 

sledges drawn by reindeers or using wheels. Aided and abetted by his 

patron , John Barrow, Parry succeeded in convincing the Admiralty of the 

efficacy of his scheme . 

Parry was given the command of the Hecla with his second-in-command 

being Lieutenant Foster. With him he took two specially designed boats , 

about twenty feet long and seven feet broad, equipped with removable wheels 

and steel runners. This was a novel approach for it meant that Parry was 

prepared to use amphibious vehicles, something that had not been tried before. 

Parry was instructed to go to Spitsbergen and, leaving Lieutenant 

Foster in charge of the Hecla, proceed with his sledge boats as far north 

as possible and when stopped by the ice-pack, put the boats on ice complete 

with steel runners, and using traction (the reindeer) or prevailing winds, 

attempt to reach the North Pole, a distance of some 600 miles . Before 

making the dash for the Pole, Parry was ordered to build a provision station 

so that should he run into difficulties, he could at least have supplies 

and provisions available to him. In his absence, Foster was to conduct a 

survey of the northern and eastern coasts of Spitsbergen.1 

Parry left England in April, 1827, aboard the~ and put in to 

Hammerfest, where eight reindeer were purchased together with bales of 

moss for their sustenance for use on his proposed trip. He reached a bay 

on the northern part of Spitsbergen which he appropriately named Hecla Bay 

and left Foster in charge , started out with his two amphibious craft, named 

~dward Parry, Narrative of an Attempt to Reach the North Pole, 
John Murray , London, 1829 . 
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the Enterpr i s e and the Endeavour . However, at this poi nt , the reindeer 

and the wheels had to be abandoned because of the nature of t he ice ter r ain 

which was r ough and not suitable f or those animals. 

Parry reached a latitude of 81 degrees, 51 minutes when he was stopped 

by a lar ge ice-mass. At this juncture, Parry took the boats out of the 

water and his small party proceeded on land. It was Parry's intention to 

travel by night and rest by day so that the party would receive the minimum 

amount of snow blindness. The expedition alternated between skidding over 

ice-floes and sailing . However, they soon ran into a serious unforeseen 

difficulty, 

We halted at 7 A.M., having, by our reckoning accomplished six 
miles and a half in a N. N. W. direction, the distance traversed 
being ten miles and a half. It may therefore be imagined how 
gr eat was our mortification in finding that our latitude by ob
servation a t noon was only 82 degrees, 36 minutes and 52 seconds, 
being less than five miles to the northward of our place at noon 
on the 17th, since which time we had certainly travelled twelve 
miles in that direction. 1 

,.Jhat had happened was that while Parry and his party had been travelling 

northward, t he current was pushing the floes on which they travelled, in 

a sout hward direction, thereby cutting back their progress. 

The furtherest point that they reached was 82 degrees, 45 minutes 

and by that time they were receding faster than they could advance. They 

had advanced only 172 miles towards their destination, yet by their reckon

ing had actually travelled 292 miles. Af'ter an absence of 61 days, Parry 

was fo rced to give up and the expedition arrived back on the ~ at the 

21st of August. 

The two chief reasons for the failure of the expedition were, first, 

the softness and the ruggedness of the snow and the terrain and second, the 

1Edward Parry, ~· ill• , page 94, 



s outhern drifting which took place. Yet Parry had achieved a record dis

tance north that would not be surpassed for another 48 years. The expedi

tion a rrived back in England in October, 1827, totally disheartened. Perhaps 

The Times, which editorialized on the expedition best caught the mood of the 

party and of the nation as a whole when it stated that, 

It is vexatious to be forced to the conviction that any attempt 
to reach the North Pole is but too likely to end in disappoint
ment; but every fresh enterprise seems to lead to this conclusion. 
In our opinion, the southern hemisphere presents a far more tempt
ing field for speculation; and most heartily do we wish that an 
expedition be fitted out for that quarter. The sea is much more 
open and every object of commerce as well as science might be 
brought towards the South Pole, with prospects far superior to 
any that are offered in the impenetrable North.l 

This last expedition concludes the first chapter in British interest 

and involvement in the Arctic regions. For ten years the British had 

thrown themselves against the Arctic - to no avail. True, vast stretches 

of territory had been discovered, much valuable and useful scientific data 

had been gained, and British prestige had soared accordingly . However, the 

failure to achieve the North Pole or the north-west passage, prospects 

which men both in academic and government circles were all too convinced of 

in 1817, had been dashed by 1827. Where there had been a high sense of 

euphoria in the early expeditions and the feeling that it was just a matter 

of time before these two hurdles were overcome, it now became evident that 

the British had not realized the dimensions of the task which they had 

undertaken - it had proved too much for them. As a result of this, Arctic 

exploration went into a state efflux, 

So long a series of efforts, fruitless as to the ultimate object, 
and without the prospect of any decisive result, not only wearied 
out the perseverence of the British government, but combined with 

~he London Times, October 8, 1827. 
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the severe spirit of the economy, which began to pervade its 
councils, in inducing a determination not to send any more 
ships in quest of the north-west passage. Under this chilling 
influence, even the Board of Longitude was abolished ... 1 

86 

As well as this, the award granted by Parliament to the first vessel 

which would effect such a passageway and the concommitant reward scale that 

was granted was repealed in 1827. 2 Parry's expedition to the North Pole had 

been final blow to present British interest in the Arctic, "Government was 

so discouraged at this finale (i.e. Parry ' s recent voyage), to a long list 

of failures to effect the discovery of a North -West Passage, that notwith

standing the brilliant geographical discoveries that had been made, they 

resolved to discontinue their efforts. 113 

The British had attempted to discover the passageway and to reach 

the North Pole both by sea and by land and, in each case, they had failed. 

They failed because they had not quite understood the magnitude of the 

task that confronted them and they failed because of adverse weather con

ditions and an inadequate knowledge of how to cope with those conditions. 

1 John Leslie, The Polar Seas and Regions, T. Nelson & Sons, London 
and Edinburgh , 1855, pages 271-272. 

2statutes at Large , I.XV , pages 391 -393, 

3James Mason, Ice-World Adventurers, Ward, Lock and Tyler, London, 
1876, pages 210-211. 
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CHAPI'ER IV 

RESULTS OF BRITISH EXPERIENCE IN THE ARCTIC 

Although British efforts in the Arctic .from 1818 to 1829 failed 

in terms of their stated objectives (the discovery of a northwest passage 

and the attainment of the North Pole), some positive results were obtained, 

particularly in science. The British had gained a knowledge of an un

known region's geography and they could pride themselves in having taken 

the lead in geographical discovery in the Arctic regions. In addition to 

this, other areas of science benefited enonnously from the sending out of 

exploratory expeditions. Botany, geology, zoology, magnetism, and studies 

conducted to discover the figure of the earth, together with more infor

mation on meteorology and navigation, provided for the British and for the 

world at large, much new data on the world we live in. 

The results of geographical discovery attained by the British was 

impressive. Ross 's expedition in 1818 opened up Lancaster Sound, which 

would prove to be the gateway to the passage itself, and, at the same time, 

gave the whaling industry a much-needed boost. Parry's first expedition 

the following year provided for further exploration along Lancaster Sound, 

for by his use of the middle-pack, he entered and discovered Prince Regent 's 

Inlet, Wellington Channel, Barrow Strait and Melville Sound. Parry also 

reached a longitude of 113 degrees, 46 minutes, and 43.5 seconds West, 

thereby enabling him to collect the Parliamentary award for passing the 

110th meridian. As well as this, Parry provided for his men's physical and 

psychological welfare by being the first to winter over successfully in the 

87 
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Arctic and, by ensuring through a number of diversions, the survival and 

fitness of his crew, he laid down the basic techniques for future expedi

tions in Arctic regions that would be forced to winter there. 

Franklin's first land expedition reached the Coppermine and deline

ated 650 miles of coastline east of that river to Point Turnagain. Because 

of the tragic nature of this particular expedition, the British made sure 

that future land expeditions in that region were better organized and that 

provisions were taken to ensure that expeditionary forces were well pro

visioned. 

Parry's second voyage allowed him to reach Melville Peninsula, 

Fury and Hecla Strait, and the Gulf of Boothia. On this second venture 

into the Arctic Parry was able to perfect the techniques he had established 

the year before for wintering over in the Arctic. 

Lyon's expedition up Hudson ' s Bay resulted in the loss of his ship 

and was a g] aring example of poor management and planning on the part of 

the Admiralty. Both Lyon and his crew were fortunate to get back to England 

alive. Parry's second expedition and Lyon's abortive attempt in the Hudson's 

Bay area made the British realize that they would have to proceed more 

carefully. The Arctic regions were now recognized as a tougher adversary 

than the British had supposed them to be. 

Parry's third expedition resulted in the loss of the Fury. For the 

first time the British realized that they might have to give up the whole 

idea of Arctic exploration. Although Parry opened up new areas for whale

fishing as had Ross before him, the result in terms of geographic dis

covery of the expedition was negligible. 

Franklin's second land expedition along with Richardson up the 

Mackenzie was successful in that Franklin was able to chart 374 miles west 
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of that river , while Richardson , who had struck out east , had managed to 

trace the outl ines of the North American cont inent fo r a di s t ance of 800 

miles to the Coppermine. 

Parry ' s last expedition and the one which concludes our examination 

was a failure . Yet , t he met hods by which that great explorer at t empt ed t o 

reach the Nor th Pole , using a comb i nation of both sailing ship and sled 

would be the very method by which t hat objective would eventually be con

quered in 1 906. 

By 1829 , therefore, the British had succeeded in revealing the 

northern outlines of the North American continent. With the exception of 

t he 80 miles from Icy Cape towards the Mackenzie, the British had managed 

t o chart and outline its points. In addition to this, large groups of 

islands on the Canadian archipelago were discovered. 

Yet, although t he British could look at this period as success ful 

in t erms o f geographical exploration , perhaps the most important contri 

butions made by them during this period were in t he work of the var ious 

scientis t s who accompanied the various expediti ons that set forth . 

William Scoresby's voyage in 1822 revealed the refractive properties 

of t hat region. Scoresby showed how atmosphere affected the ice itself 

and how this in turn had an inverse effect on other objects. Scoresby 

po inted out the phenonoma of topographical features of the Greenland coast , 

even his own ship appeared to be upside down. Barrow, writing in 1846, stated 

t ha t, ''I'he extensive evaporation of the melting ices , with the unequal 

condensation produced by streams of cold air, are considered by Mr. Scoresby 

as t he chief sources of this extraordinary refraction. "1 Yet the British 

l John Barrow, Voyages of Discovery and Research Within the Arctic 
Regions, John Murray, London, 1846, page 274, 
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were heedless of one of the Arctic's greatest advocates. It was Scoresby 

who we will recall introduced government t o the possibility of Arctic 

exploration and who himself' had contributed much useful scientific investi-

6at ion and information. Even after Scoresby's successful voyage in 1822 

~o the eastern shores of Greenland he was still ignored by the higher 

echelons of government . The London Times noticed this and reminded the 

government of it , 

.•. we cannot help regretting that the Government of this 
great commercial country has not seized the opportunity 
of employing the i ndividual attention and talents of Captain 
Scoresby in prosecuting his researches , no less conducive 
to the a1vancement of science , than to the glory of our 
country. 

Captain Edward Sabine, of the Royal Artillery, had sought to deter

mine the shape of the earth by swinging a pendulum in different latitudes. 

On Parry's first expedition, Sabine engaged in experiments checking the 

dip , variation, and declination of the dip of the needle , and also, with 

the help of others including Parry, Beechey and Hooper , used thermometers 

to find out and to verify the latitudes and longitudes of different posi

tions that the expedition found itself in . Sabine also took observations 

on the moon while Parry wintered at Winter Harbour . 

The most important experiments that Sabine conducted on this 

voyage dealt with the acceleration of the swing of the pendulum in differ 

ent lati~udes . The importance of this was found to be that a pendulum 

increased i ts time of vibration the closer it got to the North Pole. From 

½he London Times , October 14, 1822 . 
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this Sabine and other scientists at the Royal Society were able to deduce 

that the polar axis of the globe was less than that of the a.xis at the 

equator, and as one proceeded further north, the force of gravity at the 

surface of the earth was greater. 1 

Two clocks, on loan from the Royal Society , and the same ones used 

in Cook 's expedition fifty years earlier, were used in the experiments 

conducted. The result of these experiments was that the mean daily accel 

eration was found to be 74,734 vibrations. This was considered to be the 

rate of the pendulum's increase between the latitudes of 51 degrees , 31 

minutes , and 08 seconds (Greenwich) and 74 degrees, 47 minutes , and 14 

seconds (Melville Island). Sabine postulated that there was a decrease 

in the force of gravity at the surface of the earth between the North Pole 

and the equator and that that figure's decrease was 0.00555258. From the 

information of the experiments conducted, Sabine construed the ellipticity 

of the earth to be 1/312.6 degrees. 

In order to further determine the exactitude of the shape of the 

earth 's sphere, Edward Sabine , with the assistance of his friend and patron 

Sir Humphrey Davy at the Office of Hydrography, set up a series of obser

vation stations at various latitudes in Sierra Leone, St . Thomas, Ascension, 

Bahia , Maranham, Trinidad, Jamaica, and New York. 

In the expedition that the Government sent out with Clavering and 

Sabine , the latter continued his painstaking work. The purposes of this 

expedition were to conduct the following experiments: to fix times of 

1see the Appendix of Captain Edward Sabine in William E. Parry's 
Journal of a Voyage for the Discovery of the North West Passage, 1812.:l§g_Q, 
,Toho Murray , London, 1821. 
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transit of the stars to determine the rate of the clock; to adjust the 

telescope to the srune vertical plane; to determine the daily rate of chron

ometers from preceding transits; to compare the chronometer and the clock 

at exact intervals; and lastly, to account for the number of coincidences 

in a double series of pendulum vibrations. 

From the information that Sabine was able to bring back from this 

expedition, and the tables that he had made up indicating the differences 

in the variations of the pendulum, the Royal Society discovered that: the 

length of the equatorial pendulum was established at 39.01520 inches, and 

the increase of gravitation from the equator to the North Pole was 0.20245. 

Therefore, the ellipticity of the earth was reckoned to be 1/289.1 degrees. 

What the British did was to attempt to determine the figure of the 

earth by using the pendulum on the widest possible arc. while their experi 

ment s were not conducted at the North Pole itself, the results they derived 

from the area they covered indicated that these experiments were fairly 

accurate and conclusive . These new findings destroyed the work of the 

French geometricians who had held that the ellipticity of the earth was 

1/306. 75 degrees .
1 

On Parry's second expedition into the Arctic, it was noticed that 

wind could cause great changes in temperature in the Arctic regions. Parry 

recorded that on October 20 , the wind was at N.N. w. and the thermometer 

recorded a level of temperature at -10 degrees. However, on the 24th and 

25th of that month, when the wind had shif'ted to the S.E. there was a 

dramatic change in the temperature level as it rose to 23 degrees, a 

1John Barrow, 91?..·....£1:i·, pages 140-141. 
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difference of 33 degrees fahrenheit. Parry also recorded on this voyage 

that perhaps the most difficult aspect of Arctic exploration for a man to 

accept in the wintertime was the all-pervading silence which he found 

there , "In the very silence there is a deadness with which a human spectator 

k 
.,1 

appears out of eeping. 

On Parry s third expedition various astronomical observations were 

taken on the fixed stars; by fixed stars and the moon; by the transit of 

the moon; by Jupiter's satellites, in order to provide better navigational 

aids . In addition to this further investigation was carried out on the 

magnetic dip of the needle and the variation of the pendulum conducted 

chiefly by Lieutenant Henry Foster. The expedition hoped to find out means 

for deter mining the longitude while at sea. 

Building on Sabine's work before him, Foster was able to discover 

that the number of pendulum vibrations at Greenwich was 86,159,434 while 

the number of v ibrations at Port Bowen stood at 86 ,230 ,242. As well as 

this, Foster found that the length of the second's pendulum at Greenwich 

was 39.13911 inches while at Port Bowen the length was 39. 203468 inches. 2 

From this new information, Foster was able to conclude that the 

fraction expressing the diminution of gravity from the North Pole to the 

equator was 0 . 0054155. As a result of these experiments at Port Bowen, 

Foster received the Copley Award from the Royal Society for his studies in 

1various references are made to these phenonoma 
E. Parry 's Journal of a Second Vo a e for the Discove 
Passage, 1821-1 23, John Murray, London, 182 . 

throughout William 
of the North West 

2william E. Parry, Journal of a Third Voyage for the Discovery of 
the North West Passage, 1824-1825, John Murray, London, 1826, pages XIV, 
and 73-95. 
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this area as well as terrestial magnetism, velocity of sound and refrac-

t . 1 ion. 

These expeditions also added in knowledge to other fledgling sciences, 

particularly in Botany, Zoology and Geology. Dr. Richardson, the natural

ist who had accompanied Franklin, collated all the data received from the 

many expeditions and opened up at the Royal Society and the British Museum 

u collection of them for future study. He divided this new store of 

scientific evidence into four new branches for classification purposes: 

the Fauna Boreali -Americana , Quadrupeds; the Fauna Boreali-Americana, 

Birds; the Fauna Boreali-Americana, Fishes; and the Fauna Boreali-Ameri-

2 
cana, Insects. 

In Geology, Professor Jameson at the University of Edinburgh was 

able to conclude from a study of the samples of rocks that were returned 

to him, that the islands in the Canadian archipelago were at one time 

formed with and a part of the great land mass of the North American con

tinent. He found this out by comparing the deposits of secondary lime

::, t one, sandstones, cypsum and coal that were on both these areas. What 

eave added authenticity to his findings was the fact that similar stria

tions on the surface of these rocks were caused by the passage of water 

and ice over them. 3 

Apart from the scientific successes that resulted from these expedi

tions, other aspects of British Arctic exploration and experience during 

1John Barrow, Qp_. cit., page 273 . 

2Ibid. , page 27 4. 

3william E. Parry's Journal of a Third Voyage . . . Q.£.· .s:!:!· , pages 
210- 232 (Appendix). 



this period were impor tant too , in that they tend t o t ell us somet hine 

r..:.bout how the Briti sh fel t about such ventures into the frozen north and 

\rhat their attituu.es were to those that they encountered there. 

Although John Barr ow was concerned about geographic discovery (It 

would be he who would be the chief figure in 1832 in founding the Royal 

Geo~raphica l Society) and scientific experimentation and development, he 

was a l s o concerned with the moral effects that Arctic service had on 

British seamen. For Barrow, the experiences that an able-bodied British 

seaman received in Arctic service was invaluable for the individuals con

cer ned and also for the British Navy. The establishment of regular disci

pline and good order , the fact that these men were in a controlled environ

ment where they could be taught both by example and by practical teaching 

by the officers, could only result in an improvement in the average British 

sailor's character. Barrow pointed out that one result of this of inestim

able benefit to the image of the Royal Navy and also to the men themselves 

was t hat the need for corporal punishment was sharply reduced. 1 

In Clowes' eight volume work on the Royal Navy, the author states 

that the most important thing about Arctic service was precisely that it 

defined strong character among the seamen who participated in it, 

Arctic service is arduous and difficult, but it offers admir-
able opportunities for gaining habits of forming quick and 
right decisions, and for cultivating presence of mind, and 
all the qualities that are needed for success in war. This 
is its most useful and important side. 2 

In their relationships with the Indians and the Eskimos, British 

explorers revealed their sense of superiority when discussing or referring 

l John Barrow, ~· ill·, pages VII-VIII. 

2william L. Clowes, The Royal Nayy, Low, Marston & Co. , London, AMS 
Press, New York, 1966, volume 6 , page 511. 
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t.o native groups. Yet their attitude to each is rather different. The 

Indians were not looked upon with much respect - we can easily recall 

F r a nklin' s experience with Ka-Ka-Wa-Rents and his admonition that mission

h d . es were needed to tame and christianize them. Added to that of course 

wus the b loody massacre of the Eskimos by the Indians in 1772 on Hearne 's 

expedition. In addition to this, British explorers were somewhat shocked 

by t he manner in which white traders treated and used their Indian concu -

b
. 1 1.nes. It is the Eskimos who are rather favored by the British in that 

many of their aboriginal customs and values were similar to those of the 

British themselves. The Eskimos were found to have a strong sense of 

family relationship based on the father as the partriarch of the social 

unit . They were further shown to be kind, warm, simplistic, and friendly 

p eople. Perhaps Parry revealed the British attitude best when he wrote 

contrasting the Indian and Eskimo races, 

When viewed more nearly in their domestic relations, the com
parison will, I believe, be still more in their favor. It is 
here as a social being, as a husband the father of a family, 
promoting within his own little sphere the benefit of that 
community in which Providence has cast his lot, that the moral 
character of the Esquimaux peacably seated at'ter a day of 
honest labour with his wife and children in their snow-built 

1For a good insight into the relationship that existed between the 
Indian and the British trapper in the Canadian north, see Arthur S. Morton's 
Sir George Simpson, a biography of the Governor of the Hudson's Bay Company 
from 1821 to i86o. Morton reveals that originally traders had taken squaws 
a s wives or concubines while in the frontier. This had the advantage not 
only of providing the individual trader with female company and service, 
but also meant that the trader had a ready-made supply of furs throu{sh his 
woman' s relatives. In time, the traders preferred half-breeds to the 
aboriginal type. Within two months of his arrival at Hudson's Bay, Simpson 
himself took a concubine, by whom he fathered three children. Yet, when 
the Governor wanted to take a wife , he went back to England in 1842 to 
procure one . 



hut , to the self -willed and vindictive Indian, wantonly plung 
ing his da gger into the bosom of the helpless woman whom nature 
bids him cherish and protect . 1 

Yet, for all their seeming antipathy towards the Indian and social superior

ity towards the Eskimo, the British were forced and compelled to learn 

f rom these native races in order to survive in the Arctic regions . Frank

l in's use of pemmican and Indians to guide and to sew for him on his land 

expl oration and Parry's subsequent adoption of the sledge on his last 

voyage bear testimony to that . Even in dress, the British made immense 

str i des when, in the early days, " . . • when garbed in thick wool, underwear 

and outer garments alike, the polar explorers of the nineteenth century 

f 1 
.,2 

sweated and roze a ternatively. 

In addition to all this there was the personal heroism and courage 

of the explorers themselves. Cut off from all civilized living that they 

knew of, with the willingness to risk their lives in the unknown, and con

fro nted with a harsh and alien climate , the British explor ers in the nort h 

revealed a spirit and a determination that was remarkable . In spite of 

the ma ny failures and obstacles, both physical and mental that they were 

conf ronted with , they still managed to overcome and conquer these dangers 

and so to open up the Canadian north . We have seen how various British 

explorers were thrown back, time and time again by the crushing pressure 

1parry met with bands of Eskimos on each of his first three voyages 
and was most favorably impressed by t hem. This account i s taken from his 
l ast experience wi t h them and ends a general di s cussion on the Eskimo in 
the l ast chapter of Parry ' s third expedit i on , J ournal of a Third Voyage ..• 
pages 113-130. 

2 
Patrick D. Baird, The Polar Worl d, John Wiley & Sons , Inc . , New 

Yor k , 1964 , page 42. 
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of the ice that stopped them , only once more , undaunted in spirit like 

P lly Fr1.dtjof Nansen, a arry, to sa forth again the following summer. 

famous Arctic explorer in his own right tells us why, 

But from the first to the last the history of polar exploration 
is a sinele mighty manifestation of the power of the unknown 
over the mind of man, perhaps greater and more evident here 
than in any other phase of human life. No where else have we 
won our way so slowly, no where else has every new step coSt 

so much trouble, so many privations and sufferings, and cer
tainly no where have the resulting discoveries promised fewer 
material advantages - and nevertheless, new forces have always 
been found ready to carry the attack further, to stretch once 
more the limits of the world. 1 

1Fridtjof Nansen, In Northern Mists, William Heinneman , Columbia 
University Press, Morningside Heights, New York, volume 1, page 4. 
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· OFFICIAL INSTRUCTIONS. ' . 

• 
By the Commt11ioner1 Jur erecuting the · "./flee oj 

Lorri lfigh .Admiral of the United Ktny-dom 
of G1·eat Britain and Ireland, Uc. 

LoRD V1scouNT MELVILLE having communicated to the 
King the proceedings of the late Expedition into the Arctic 
Seas, and his Majesty having been graciously pleased to ex
press his commands that another Expedition should be fitted 
out, for the purpose of pursuing the attempt to discover a pas
;age by sea between the Atlantic. and Pacific Oceans, and of 
.• :;certaining the geography of the Northern boundaries of the · 
A merican continent; 

We have thought proper to appoint you to the command of 
the Expedition, and you are hereby required and directed to 
put to sea in His Majesty's ship Hecla under your command, 
with His Majesty's ship Fury, whose Commander has been 
placed under your orders; and taking with you the William 
Harris transport, which the Navy Board has been directed to 
place at your disposal, for the purpose of carrying a proportion 
of your provisions and stores across the Atlantic, you are to 
proceed, a11 quickly as may be consistent with a due care not 
to part company, up Davis's Strait, and, having arrived at the 
latitude in -which you may think it advisable to cross over to 
the Western side of that strait, you will take the first favour
able opportunity of clearing the transport of the stores and 
provisions with which she is charged for the use of the Expe
dition; and, having so done, you are to send the transport 
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back to Sn ' · ptevenl· her · 9i.µfing any danger 
, 111&·· · re~ . 

1
~.t <fPportu~tfy)lf'outproceediµgs 

t.Mellt~ryj,- '. · 'Oat!'~ . · tion, and eit makin@; the 
~ of ,-w way~- ·-~ -••,hips, in tlW osecution 
of.your.•~;: . . ·.•·F _,}:::1,. _:~ -~~·· '' r··: 
, The' ~x~ce ,nf J'riilt ~~1:tpy!'~ adems to ovc_that 

_ llie- two cliilllnets. which afl'oi:tt. them t reuo~ble prospect of 
. a pa~ to(the shipt ·ittto· the, ·Jma, 'li\ch· ~ounds *e north 
coaat . of, ~rica,. ·!&I'& 1bat ro41\d Co~~'bµrnjs bland, nur 
which ~ ' t,vtl)".iP, \ttrni eid~,aqd Pri~ile Regent's Inlet, 
which.yo11:dacovercd i~ y.oq_i~,pie_r . .-~ -'. · ;_, . ' 
. Se•eral ·sonsid~atlon!!, :bt>: plr!liaullrly the obstacles which 
you .founcl in Pri~ce : Reg~ntli Inlet' in ~SU,, ~~ght 'have in
iluced Q& to -gite· the preference :to 'ttfo· attempt to make ·a.pas,. 

· s:ig. 1'qlltlcl Oockb~tn.,.s, !~land, 'tiut the e'ttong -opikVon which 
· ~ lra!re :c'ffiitt.yed to :us in 'fa'fflllr of ' e ._ 11.ttempt tLrough 
Piinee R.e~nt's,lnlet, I the confi'dent hope which' you xpre 
tliat th ice,. which,· at ~he _P,e1·iod of tne "' whi · you 

• in,et, ob81:r\.lt ' your'pasaage, waa li ely to-be,re-
moved -by ci::c'umstan of · dsbn 'd we•ther wittlin the 
navigable ~ of the -par; . and the confi~enc& · which 1Ve are 
justiA~d'-1.ri placing i~-y&'i_r #dJ(tllent and etperience; deter
mine .us · to' authQl'i~e- ,and~ :'airect:' you to pursue the course 
-~huili ·yoti l!onsidet . . ~ <>st p'romis1ng, taamely, through 
Prfoee Re~nt'&_Iole ' •' . ·. -' ' , 

Y~'will, thetefo e . ,you h11ve despat<!hed the tran• 
P,ol't ~~.'make ~~f < oi·.;~~r Wf!.y ' to _ ~ter ound, 
'lnd, ptooeMing ~l· ug~ ~~'w· Stt"lltt, en~.-rour. to make, 
th~_,Piiince ··. Re~nt~IJ ' Inlet, . youl'· · pamge into t'h~ sea 
'whicli!~.\oµnds the;•~ein 'ili'ent, al:)~ ' then~e Wtjetwartl ~ the 
··Ptc~:\'<, · . . ·, ·.:,<. . . . . ♦ 
' . ' d)to_u wuoct'! d~ -~~~~-ffrihtte~P!:qt paging thl'ouJfi 
Prince.itegen~s lrr1 t;,·it IS prdhable, from what hu b n al
r..-iyc acovdred of these p!l-rts~·that you may find di , nt 
ceitrff!· ~penirig to yo~. 'The 'decision as to th~t most llkely 
tlf.~_rid\ic!e.io the objt~ of the E:s.pediti~n,-must be rre, . ,,,, ' ' . . s 
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to your owri judgment, on a view of the existing ircum11tnnce1:1 
of your own former pro.ceedinga; tl.Dd oft discoveries C -
tain Franklin (with a copy o who account of his proceed
ings you are furnished), at the m()uth,· and to the eastwatd, of 
the Coppermine 'River. · · · , 
· If you should be so uecessful as to find' a practicable pas
sage down to ~e cdaet · ~ Am~ric , you are to make the be t 
of your· 1"iay in I accomplishing the main object of the Expedi
tion, without stopping to examine that caast, .or fo~ any other 
object 1;1ot of imperious importance; but whenever. the ships 
may be ·checked in their progress by ice, or unavoidable c·r
cumstan~es, you will _take every opportunity of examining the 
coasts and islands · the npighbourhooli, and of making U 
useful obsertations relating tb them. · 

· His'Majes y'e· g '\Tetnment having appoi11t.ed two Land Ex
pedition■ for explo ·ug the North Coast of America, the one 
under Captain' Lyon, to proceed frotn Repul&e Bay across the 
Isthmus towards Akkpp)ee, and· thence along the c ast to
wards the CoppermineRiver.; the other, under Captain Frank
lin, to proceed. frotn Mackenzie's River to the lcy Cape: it 
would be 'desirable, if you should reach any part of the coast, 
that you· should mark your pr~greas by erecting flag-staffs on a 
few of the most distinguishable points which you n,ay succc3-
sively·vi~it, and you are to bury at the £not or each staff bottle, 
containing such infor~tion as you think tnay be useful to 
the Land Expeditions, and aay particular!! relative to your 
own proceedings, hioh you ,;nay thin proper to add. 

As one of the great difficulties under which Captam Frank
lin's lut e,cpeditio suffered, was the want of provisi ns, you 
are also· to bury •at the· foot ot tl\e flag-staffs such proportion 
and kind r' provision as 'y'ou may think advisable. And, as 
it is p6s ible that th~' Rag-staff may ·be removed by natives, 
you shonid surround it by a pile of tone11, conspie OU!I from 
some point· of the shore, .whi11h may guide' th Land Expedi-
tion·s to the· d~µots ·t~te- left. . . 

It is unnecessary-to . rive you any detailed _direetio ll8 to 
the concert of signals W!th them, as you have informed us that 
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JO& .-,·a,mo. arl'ange&n • 'ij) Captain Lyon 
an ran . 'n, respectiv 1 ; .and i( you hould n1cet with these 
offi.eilte, or their parti 4 •U..t they sh'oul be -de.sjrous of 

~-- Oil' board; .Y u . t-o TeCC:1~1'~ them, b~i~g the1rt as 
supe.llU2nierarJes. • , . 4 

J t •• 
1 

,. • • 

Should you..happily . b tlie Pacift~ you are tct pro ed to 
x.nqic at.aka; Cot the f>\lrpO!O of de "ver&t1g to thr Russiati 
go""'"10f duplicates o{ t.blljoumals and other docu111ents which 
the· ~ge may hnvt supplied; 'Y.ith a · o.st that they may 
be fo.rvvarded' '?Vel"lund . to St. Petersburg, t be conv~yed from · 
thence to L.oodon. FrQm Kamtaohat!~a you. will procee<t to 
the Sandwich .lsland•,or Canton, o~suchoi;herplaceas you tn;y . 
ili~L.1.i.. p•oppr, t.o refit the hips and refresh the crews; an4 if, 
during your .!lt.ay at uch place,, 11afe oppo_rtunity should oc.., 
cur of sendin ~pers to England, yqu s~uld S'end duplic~te, 
1>y fi!UCh conve ance. ~n'd,· after havini:; refitted anc refreshed, 
you 8INI y, IO!lf, no time in retuTnirig to England by such route 
as you ay deem mo1t co~venicnt, . , . ' 

.It ml)" p th:lt yo~~ progress'. along tl1e North Coa!'lt of 
the Am ri~n Cohtitl :nt ybe SQ slow s to render it desira
ble th.at, if .you $hou1 not M able to accomplish your p..usnge · 
i11~ the Pa¢itlc eal'li l' than the autumn of 18.97, you should 
h;e asaured of fmdit1g1a d~pot of p;ovis!onsat thtt · perio ,' in 

, the most ~anced situation to which they ctn safely be con
veyed . 
. In,. thl,: event, then, of our .not receiv~ng fro~ you sur.h ia

telligenee as may render.' the mea.eure un~ecessary, we shall, 
about , the close, of the year 182,6, direct th1' Comm&nde~-in
chief oil. t~ South-American station, to ~~t ha vessel ,with 
a wpply of provisio , and stores, · 110 u to_ ,he a~ ·Beh1jng's 
Strait:8 a,bout'A guat · September 1827. The commander of 

I ' 

thil'·itesael' will \be direct~·.t.() make the boll! of his way r tuttl 
Cape' Pri.n~ of W alet, wh'ere he may llxpee!, as . we n...a fn
formed, to find an inlet in latitude 68° SO', in which Ca tain 
I!otzebuc ls_ stated to have found anchorage a few years since. 
He will be directed lie iq that anchorage, or in the n re11t 
good anchorage he pi•Y find t9 that. .latitude; and he will be 
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gui . ' 
serva™,a· ~blliDWIW'Ped .• 
. We hj cau~d'··"'- - .=...., ..... -.clffld:y_ 

be t ~n ~ th&. · , :;y'Olll! . c dert,' of which you : 
will' ¼Je 11lihed ~ith a lisi,. and. , ilJireturn. a( which you 
will be ld 'respon,,ibl~; · f-w!l . · appointed -. 1:,-utenant 
Foster; •!lll.- lltat, :,or,11!'1 officer w U skilled in ~atro
nomy7 . .nlalhe~ .. •d ~us bram.ihes of knowledge, to 
lllliise1yo~,in ·malt ,:~:lt ob•eJTV,jtioq~ .anti. ,experih'lents as 
may tei~•cU:o the ·. J)v.emenf of gec,graphy anti navigation, 
a~d e •<h'a~.-a ,a:~tt.cf in g«m81'.ll · . We deffl!l it. un
necl!lw.ry tG ·s . , '• 9 ' ~•it!. f which 1 u h~ve 
ahe dy ;~n furnU ·. . .. ith;,.lno~r· i~ctiods for th .guid-
~ in ·y~ur late . .' . :~•J..,and tb ~:whieh we re(er; you.; 
ntt · btin'g ftq,n ~-~ anl:l ability . ith· whi~h you h~ve 
conduoted; the. -~ ' Expe4itiom1, that you 'will on this bo 
equally tijlii;ent hi· tc>llecting, infurmafi.str yo~rself; and you 
vnll:impreiis cm Utt,1ftdt1f.iit'QfCaptain H~~ and all the offi• 
cers under your coiri,m9:nd~ . the in'lportam,e' and neo~•~ity of 
e~ · re~ectively ·li&ing hi• best e crti~rw to promote the ·se• 
· ve~l ammrtific o\u'eet., of the Expedition. · · 

From Oap i~ n~ et we have every reason to· expect. 
.drrn,u,~•-of the ilunt,oCnatives, and their:variou11iniplemmts, 
an..l ot:-u't;j•~• c,~ ~i:llistory, .fa which be will b -usisted 
by_.Mrt Hel!,d; wbQ,'liillJ reeeived,iu\ •ppoi-ntn)ent ~ miralty 
Midllhipmarl', , ~y :witb thl -vievn:• You ~e ,t.o direct 
'L."eu~na'nLFostJJt ~ --• p~~,larlyll8reiul . Ji~pan accu
rate registiJr af all ·the ob11ei;vatton~ tb~~J!h~ b m_ade, in tho 
same f~rm,; and aicording to the .1ame:~fngoinenG tba't were 
fofl(lw-ed•''!>y ~ptain.'Sabine anl1:·l\lr. fijher o the late voy• 
a'~1,f; :·,M-you are 'f.o'1P,4~~-i~ ehegt:i':Ot', Lieutenant 'Foster the 
sevf3ral chronome~rs ~ -wh~qh u. ·. 11.been 1upp~illd for 

· ,the Hecla. ~ ' · 

• 
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'ou •·· If of every ~ 'fy· of collecting 
arid · Mting s . of IIUCP, obj~ct!! cl1J1t_oral. history as 
u y be n•• rare .tot ia1£'!Nlllf.ing' ; and you~ to instruct ... ' ' . . 
C<iptain ~ppner,. ahd -~ ibe other offioers, to uae their best 
,11 igence _in ineteasing tM, ·coHeetions il'i each ship; the whole 
of which must be underatood to belopg.to thepublic. 

The knowledge which l)oct.or Neill, eurgeo~ of ~e Hecla, 
has been . represented to iJs. to , poase~ ip this depattment of 
.;cience, will be of material service to you in arranging the 
collections of,. ancl makiap; note!! upon, the various subject, of 
natural Jiistot>y. lb the e'Vtint of any itTeparable acci~ent hap2 

~ning to. either of the two. shipt, you are to cause the officers 
and crew of the disahleli ehip to be remoT~d into the.other, 
and with her Hingly 9fleed in pr utiQ~ of the voyage, 
or return to England, according as circumstances shall appenr 
to require ; unders~nding that the officers and crews 0£ both 
ships are hereby authorised and required to continue to per
form their duties according to their reapcctive ranks and sta
'.ions, on board either 8hip to which they be so removed. 
Shou d . unfortunately your own ship ~ ti.le e di11abled, you 
are, in that case, to t.ake command of the fury; .• and, in. tl1c 
event of. ahy fatal ccident happening to yourself, Captain 
Hoppner is here.by authorized to take the command of the 
Expedition, either on board the Hecla or Fury, as hr, m.ay 
p efer, placing the offider of the Expedi~oD who may then 
b next in seniority to· him, in command of the second ship; 
,tlso in the ~nt of your own inability, by si~Jmes~ or other
wise, at any period or., ~s service, to cootinue to carry these 
111structions ·into e~ecution, you are . to transfer them to Cap
tain Hoppner, or to the ;~'Viving officer Ulen next in com
mand to you, who ill t>;ereby required ' to execute them 111 the 
!>est_ manner ,he can, for tlie attainm~nt of the several objects 
Ill V\eW. • 1(. ' . ·• 

In the event of · Ertgland,. be~oming inv()lv~d in hostilities 
with any other power during your absence, you are neverthe
less clearly to understand , that you arc no_t on any .account to 
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co!Dlll(t .any e .et 1rillltabe 
orden1 IN,iag . mtlllded &Jr· 

, tciencia; ~ it being it.be_ 01°1WMiel.',i 

cob8i1ler v~w loy.M' · 
:of "'-fa And1 C ing bl~ 

' .tru,t ~t '1.'1lt•~---.., 
_ ~ ' . or ai,y, fia,' -~·14~1r.o•er 

oiat'Jlnet'::sl feeling,. 
~IIII\AII\JC8 from he ship,, 

oumay ftll in .,-it}. 
en' mad to th(. ·n .bbt~~~~ 

~ve gover••· .. ;· · .w · ·esecuth1 the 10 , out in thf 
iBJ1ttu11tion1J, to. 11D. ~ OJ)liOrttlnit:f thlll ln-ay offi of 

· qdintint our ~~,- fctr °'\Ir infomiation,•w1th you.- i: 
gi'.ell:,. iaGd, on yaur art;vd in n land-, you a.re im i .. 
lo re)»b' · to• tltl~ <)ftlc~, in order tp. lay bi:f ore us . ·a full :ti 

of . your procecdi'ngs in the 'whole course of your VO) 

~ing care be£ 1ou :lea.Ye .th . demand from the 
, cer-, P~Y ofllcen,. !ind all O ·p :raon• on ~ , t e 
and jollfbrJ1;:-~h . ·mat have ept, . ~ r-with at y dra.v 

. <ii'"~ they have:ma , whicf\ are ·all to bf• . le 
an<;\ you will i . limitu irectionii • Captain IJ p ncr , 
his otlc~rs, 

1

kt. ; ' the, said logs, journal~ br oth r ocum• • t , 
, to be, th~mafter disposed of 88 WC 1nay think pl'opcl". 

;, 
• 

(liven uncie~ our· hands, the 12th of May 1 8 J • ,, , 

Tv' 

' I . . 
' .. 
. ' 

. . ,u ... 
,, • # t . 

' ~ ~ ,. 

'• 

r,bLV.JitLl!, 
W¥. Joli BTO!'fE Ho 
0. Co' K UBt, , 

G. -~L~RK, 

·Yf:' R. K. LA • 
~ ' 

. ,· w,.Luu E»wA11n PAAi r-, ta-, 
. ' Captain qf · 1lii ¥ajesty,' a Ship 

\ . .- t~e ,Heel~ : 
, ··!Jj ~~rid of heir /.ordtlt.ips 

J . w. no , . 
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